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SYSTEMS A1IALYSI 0F THE ALWAC III-E DIGITAL COMPUTER 

INTRODTJCT ION 

This thesis i a report of the investigation of the 

ATXAC III-E d1ital computer serial No. 20, which is lo- 

cated at the Oregon State College Digital Computer Labo- 

ratorT. From the information obtained, a grout of modi- 

fications wore developed and installed into the machine 

for the purpose of reducing programming labor and to im- 

provo machine operation efficiency. 

There are three major sections. The first introduces 

the concept of the digital computer in respect to a sys- 

toms structure. The computer is defined, its character- 

istics arid features discussed. This information is in- 

tended to form a foundation for the analysis of the III-E 

which is presented in the second section. 

Basic features of the III-F are reviewed in order to 

construct the philosophy of its design. The machine is 

divided into four systems and each is examined as a sepa- 

rate item and as a portion of the entire structure. Many 

details are not 4von because such information is availahie 

in the major reference used, which is the tBainterìance 

Manual of the ALWAC III-E, #20 (p3), written by the author. 

F1or a clearer understanding of the material presented in 

this thesis, it is suggested that this manual and the 

Coding Manual (1) published by the ALAC Company be 

stud jod. 
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The final section describes the methods used to de- 

elop the modifications, form the logic required, perform 

the installation, arid evaluate the results. The modifica- 

tions are described; their logic and the number of elements 

needed are given. 

THE DIGITAL COMPUTER 

Definition 

This electro-rnechanical machine has made a tremendous 

impact ori our society durin the past decde (1950-1960) 

Fabulous achievements bave been accomplished with it. 

Scienti1c computations, ata processing, and process con- 

trol, have been performed at fantastic speeds with unbe- 

lievable accuracy. It has been compared to the human brain 

in concept. Yet, it is a machine, and as ali machines, it 

is created and controlled by T1an. 

The machine is a mechanization of the process of corn- 

riutation and data handling under preset and active control. 

The fundamental properties ol' the machine are shown below. 

1. Information may be placed into or taken out of 

the machine throuh the use of the input-output 

system. This information consists of data and 

control instructions. 

2. Information is stored internally in the machine's 

memory system. 
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3. The arithmetic operations of addition, suhtracten, 

multiplication, and division may be por7oriried 

usn, data obtained from the memory system. Trar- 

cendental functions are achieved through numeric 

methods utilizing the basic operations stated 

above. The arithmetic system is the center of 

the machines activities. 

4. The information supplied to the control system 

from the memory is interpreted and performed as 

directed. 

Operations aro executed by the machine at ratos up to and 

beyond l()O,000 a second. It can operate at this pace for 

days without error in instruction interpretation, executior, 

and computational results. It must be noted that most 

machines contain several automatic error detection and 

correction devices. rrors cauht by these methods are 

not considered if they are of a random nature. 

The diital computer is able to perform sets of spe- 

cific opertions utilizin data groups. The end result is 

alv:ays a mechanization of a man-created process. The ad- 

vartages are speed, accuracy, and dependability. However, 

the outstanding achievement of its development is the re- 

leasing; of man from the drudery of bulky, tedious, type 

of labor. This machine is indeed an important tool in the 

modern industrial revolution of automation. 
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Classification of Digital Computers 

The digital computer, when incorporating its neriph- 

eral equipment corisistin of input-output arxrl auxiliary 

stora,e stations, buffers, and control units, is termed a 

system. The computer or central processor is the major 

component of this system. lt is the master control and 

processing unit, and itself is compose'9 of the memory, 

control, arithmetic, and in:'ut-output systems. This paper 

5.s concerned only with the computer, hence the peripheral 

equipment is not directly considered. 

Di1tal computers may be placed into one of four cate- 

ories In re,ards to application and desltm features. The 

cata processIng or business applicatIon machine is con- 

cerned with handlin: a mass of data with minor computa- 

tions. The university machine is used for scientific 

work whore the amount of data is limited, but the calcula- 

tions are intricate and nume'ous. A third type is the 

process control machine. It has recently appeared (1959) 

and will be used widely in industrial application. The 

final category is the commercial general purpose machine. 

It may be used for sclent±fic computations, for business 

applications which are not .igantic in nature, and also 

for process control, when economically feasible. The 

characteristics of each type of machine will be reviewed. 
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Pusiness achine 

Its physical size is extremely large because of the 

many types of input-output equipment and auxiliary stora;e 

units utilized. The speed of the peripheral equipment is 

hih, but the computational rate is moderate. The desL;n 

structure tends towards simplicity, yet multichecking fea- 

tures are incorporated for reliability. The cost is in 

the multi-million dollar rane because of the large amourt 

of peripheral equipment required. An example of such a 

system is the hCA Pismac (4). 

University La chine 

This typo of machine will be found at various uiver- 

sities and also in government sponsored scientific labore- 

tories. The input-output equinment is limited in quantity, 

but the other portions of the machine are bulky in size. 

The internal speeds are extremely fast in order to make 

many types of scientific computat;ions practical. The de- 

sin is complex, inì order to achieve high speed of opera- 

tian. The cost is in the range of 5OO,OO(, which includes 

the peripheral equipment. Txamples are the Illiac, Maniac 

II, George I, etc. (12). 
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Process Control achine 

The input-output system Incorporates di;ital-analoue 

corvorsion. Auxiliary stora;e is usually not necessary. 

The speed of operation is moderate, for the rate of data 

sarnpiin: Is the controllIng factor. The machine is of a 

moderate desijn, hence the cost is In the vicinity of 

lOO,OOO. An eximple is the Eamo-Woo1dridr;e RW300 (2). 

Comrriercia1 ucrieral Purpose nchine 

Since the characteristics are variable in this group, 

further classification is warranted. Sub-grouping into a 

mediuni and 1are class results. The small type Of machine 

lias not been found to be economical at this time. The 

characteristics of these sub-groups are shown in Table I 

(12). There is a gap between these two groups in which a 

tird type of corercIal machine could be placed. At pre- 

sent, two new machines could fit into this cate.:orv. They 

are the Remington Rand Solid State 80, and the Electrodata 

220. 

achine Functions or Instructions 

The machine Is constructed to perform a roup of spe- 

cific functions These functions usually take form as 

instructions which are "obeyed" when directed. Construe- 

tion is principally with electronic circuits. In order 



TABLE I. CHARACTERISTICS OF !1FDIUM AND LARGE 
COM1vERCIAL GEN ERAL PURPO SE DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

Characteristics iedium Type LareTe 

Cost 

Speed 

Direct Infor- 
mation Storage 

1)0 si n s 

Input-Output Equip- 
ment and Aux iliarv 
Storage 

Examples 

14 

£4ess than l5O,O00 Over p5OO,OOO 

lip to 1000 opera- Up to and over 
tions a second 100.000 opera- 

Loss than 400() 
items 

Simple to roder- 
ate 

ediurn quantity 

IBM 650 
ALVJAC III-F 
Datatron 205 
Bendix G15 
Librascope LP-3O 
ReComp II 

tions a second 

'ore than LOGO 
items 

Todorate 

Large quantity 

IP 704 and 709 
Tp: IVAC II, 
1103, and 1105 
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to acbieve the performance of' an Instruction, the proper 

circuits must be onerized. The sequence of operation may 

be arranged with rcoett.on in any set of Instructions de- 

sired. The particular task that is to he accomp1ihed de- 

termines the set used. The set of instructions is termed 

crogram and it is operated upon from the memory system 

in a stored program computer. The prorarn is executed in 

a sequence directed by preset, or active control. The con- 

ditions of the active control have been determined prior to 

the pro;ram execution, makin; ali control derived directly 

or indirectlr from the man who initial]y formuiate the 

pro ram. 

In order to understand the concept of s digital com- 

puter, the various types of machine functions or instruc- 

tions will be discussed (10, p. 30-62). 

Instruction Form 

An information item is termed a "word". A word con- 

tains numeric uata or machine instructions. An instruction 

is formulated numerically, therefore, both data and instruc- 

tions have the same representation. The word is fixed in 

length, thus the number of digits available is constant. 

If the instruction length is small, moro than one instruc- 

tion may be placed into a word. An instruction usualir 

corsists of two or more rortons. A specific operation, 

termed an order, is defined, and associated information 



may be included. The 

The adt'd irformation 

followin : reference 

cjuirement s for mod ify 

to shift information, 

ti.minr: references for 

types of orders will be discussed. 

consists of one or more of the 

address cf information, index re- 

lnp addresses, number of positions 

number of input-output characters, 

Instruction execution, etc. 

Arithmetic 

The types of arithmetic Instructions have &lready 

been reviewed. The major variations that nay exist In a 

singlo type are: the magnitude and precision of the num- 

bers Involved may chan;e, and the operation rlay be alge- 

braic or absolute ifl nature. 

Transfer of Information 

Information Items or words may be transferrei in part 

or whole, between va'Ious sy3tems. These instructions aro 

referro'i to as 9housekeeping" operations. 

Tresfer of Control 

The automatic oroset sequencing of the progrim may be 

changed internally by the control system, with transfer of 

control instructions. T1-is action may be condItional or 

unconUitional. A conditional type gives the machine an 

opportunity to make a decisicn dependent upon ma:nitudes 
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of numbers, external switch positions, etc. The transfer 

of control instructions are used for branching purposes 

in pro;rarn execution. 

L'odifying Information (îor-Arit1metic System Operation) 

Information may be modified by ndexinr,, bical, 
and shifting Instructions. Indexing is a non-arithmetic 

system operation that asins correct reference addresses 

for information items that are stored in the memory. This 

Lrocess reduces the quantit' of instructions required for 

a program by enablin.: a sinle instruction to refer to many 

separate items at various occasions durin, the execution 

of the pro;ram. 

Loical instructions are multi-arithmetic operations 

with binary numbers. The results are termed extract, 

masking, or transp1antng (10, p. 31-34). Portions of a 

single word are easily isolated by this type of instruc- 

tion. 
Shifting will move the information in a word left, or 

right, considerin; a reference point. Alining decimal or 

binary points in rejards to arithmetic operations are 

achieved with thi.s operation. Shifting may also he used 

to isolate a portion of a word. 
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input -Output 

Input-output instructions place information into or 

take information out of the machine utiliziní the periph- 

eral input-output equipment. 

Start -Stop 

The machine operation may be started or stopped by 

start-stop instructions. These may be unconditional or 

conditional. The condttional type gives the operator a 

chance to evaluate specific phases in the program execu- 

tienì, in order to check the validity of operation and the 

results, and to make decisions affectin control of the 

program. 

Basic Desin Jeatures 

The general desLn features will be reviewed briefly 

in regards to the university and commercial general purpose 

machine. 

1Turnbor Systems 

The choice in the number system structure used in corn- 

puters, has been limited to binary and decimal. Theoreti- 

cally, the most efficient is the number system to the base 

e, however, a physical element that could be used in such 

a case is not practical (t). The nearest number system to 
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o with. a practical representation has been used extensively. 

This is the binary system; the system to the base two, f 
a two state element is easily obtained. 

The binary system in itself, is impractical in regards 

to human use because of the great number of binary di:its 

(bits) needed to represent numbers of only small magnitude. 

The binary system may be interpreted directly in any number 

system whose tase is a multiple of two. This operation r- 

duces the length of a number and provides a means of ex- 

pressing binary numbers directly in usable nottion. The 

system generally adopted for this practice is the number 

system to the hase 16, termed hexadecimal or sexadecimal. 

The internal structure of the machine is binary, but the 

information may be considered in hexadecimal notation for 

convenience. 'quiva1ent representations of the decimal, 

hexath3cimal, and binary digits are shown in Table II. 

In order to use decimal information, a binary machine 

must convert it into binary notation. This conversion i 

easily accomplished directly or indirectly, or by a combi 

nation of both. A direct method involves special circultr'j, 

while the indirect method uses the machine itself to per- 

form this task by executin, a decimal-binary conversion 

program. In many instances, the conversion by program is 

verî time consuming. 

because of this conversion time or added circuitry 

required, many machines have an internal decimal structure. 
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TABLE II. BASIC CFÌARACTTRS OF THE BINARY, 
DECIMAL ANT) }XADTCIAL SYSTEMS 

inary Decimal Hexadecimal 

o o o 
i i i 

lo 2 2 

11 3 3 

100 4 4 

101 5 5 
110 6 (3 

111 7 7 

1000 8 u 

1001 9 9 

1010 10 a 

1011 11 b 
1100 12 c 

1101 13 d 

1110 14 e 

liii 15 f 
10000 16 10 
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Instßd of usin a ten-state o1ment, groups of binary 

(itl irr ue1 to represent dEirna1 di1ts. 'fficiency 

i3 reducod, partie'ilar1v in the ar1thetic arid rnemory 

3yRto'ns. Although the decl'iial rnahine structure ii riot 

as efficient as the binary type, th añvant:es of workin. 

directly with c1cina1 data may in some instances outweigh 

th disadvantages. t',. rirne eamp1e is in the field of 

tnachin&s desi , ne for busines$ applications. The most 

popular decirîal representtiona1 system use'i i the binary 

coded (leelmal. n}.,jq system U8e8 the first; ten dtitì of 

ti-ic hexadec1ri1 syvtom. With binary coded decimal the ad- 

vantages of the hinar'î system arithmetic is kept in part. 

The arithmetic m be performed as with the binary system, 

then a correction is made to obtain the true result (7, 

p. 270-275). some modern machines have incorporated both 

the binary and the binary coded decma1 8ystems li-to their 
structure in order to make it morn versatile nd a step 

closer to becoming a true enera1 purpose type of machine. 

Arithmetic 

ost computers 

type of arithmetic. 

binary dl. it8; ther 

numeric information 

lencth. The binary 

ary bit in the word 

aro constructed to use a fixed point 

A word contalne a constant number of 

1ore, the ma nitude and precision of 

contained in a word is limited by its 

point is positioned before or after 

desired. This operation is termed 
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scaling and the numeric position of the binary point Is 

called the scale factor. The man who formulates the pro- 

cram, or the pro;rammer, Is responsible for thls task, for 

the machine does not reconIze a binary point. The posi- 

tion of a binary point may vary from word to word, de- 

pending upon the magnitude of the number contained in the 

word and the precision desired. The various positions of 

binary points are set and then controlled by the pro;rarn- 

mer. The latter action Is accomplished by the shifting 

instruction. Typical situations that may require a shift 

of the binary point aro: 

1. AdditIon and subtraction require that the two 

numbers or words Involved have their binary 

points at Identical positions. 

2. In order to obtain the precision desired in the 

result of multiDlication or division, the binary 

point of one or both words may have to be shifted 

before the operation is executed. 

5. After multiplication or division the binary point 

of the result may not be in the same position as 

that of either of the words involved in the opera- 

tion, therefore a shift may be required in order 

to place It to a standard position. 

efore or after a fixed point arithmetic instruction, a 

shifting operation may have to be performed. This is time 

consuming and sometimes difficult to program because of the 
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number of different scale factors use. The ran;e in 

magnitude and precision of the numbers are limited by the 

fixed number of bits in a word. Tnitude and procsion 

may be extended by using two or more words to contain one 

number. However, this adds tc the labor of programming 

and also extends the time required for program execution 

because multi-word oper8tions are not usually included 

directly in the machine's instructions. 

In order to eliminate sorne of the less desirable 

characteristics of fixed point arithmetic, many machines 

have floating point arithmetic operations available. 

This type of arithmetic is emular to the syterri used when 

performing computations with a slide rule. All numbers 

consist of a fraction and a characteristic which is some 

power of two in the binary machine. The value of the 

number is equal to the fraction multiplied by the charac- 

teristic. The major advantages of this system are: the 

manitude of the number which may be stored in a word is 

greatly increased, and scaling is controlled automatically 

resulting in lees labor in programming. However, the rre- 

cision obtainable is reduced. Floating point oeration is 

usually necessary for scientific work, while fixed point 

arithmetic is satisfactory for data processing. The gen- 

eral purpose machine, with only fixed point arithmetic, is 

uued for floating point work by performing the floating 

point operations through the use of a special sub-program 
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termcd a subroutIne. This is a slow and cumbersome 

method. The university type of machIne has incorporated 

automatic f1oatin point and fixed roint instructions 

since its primary use is ïn the field of scientific compu- 

tatiori. The automatic floating point operation is more 

comp1icated than the fixed point type because scaling Is 

Included. Therefore, the execution speed is slower except 

when unique desin features have been applied. Besides 

loss of precision, another disadvanta;e of floating point 

structure Is that data which is being p1ace into or taken 

out of the machine, may require a conversion considering 

the docial type machine. If the machine is binary in 

basic structure, a conversion is already necessary; extra 

work is not required. Precision may be increased by usIng 

multi-word operations; but this is awkward anc inefficient 

because of the basic sin1e word systems structure. 

Iodes of Operation 

Desk calculating machines perform most cf their arith- 

metic functions by a counting process. This method is slow, 

especially when the numbers involved contain many digits. 

an has the capability to memorize rules and tables as 

tose concerned with multiplication. This factor increases 

the efficiency of multiplication because it is raisec from 

courting to a logical process. Most computers perform 



t}eir functions by the same method8 as used by man, thus 

the operation has simply b3en mechanized. 

any machine systems porîorm an instruction by com- 

olebing a group of individual steps in successive order'. 

Such an operation is termed "sria1". This may not be 

efficient for a machine, while for man, it is a r.su1t of 

bis structure. an is restricted ir many aspects, as in 

recording information. 11e can only write a sin;1e charac- 

ter with one stroke, while a machine can be made to print 

grous cf characters in a single stroke. Projires3ive de- 

sin developed the parallel type of system where instruc- 

tions are performed in a few steps, while in the serial 

type, of Although the 

type of machine can execute its functions at hi;her speeds, 

the added complexity of desi.,n resulted in a large increase 

in the quantity of components required, raising; the cost. 

The modern machine has carried the parallel concept 

into systems design. Previously, operations were executed 

sinularly. In the concurrent systems structure, multi- 

operation is po3sible. Again, complexity yields higher 

speeds and additional expense. 

The serial system is moderate in speed and cost. Par- 

allel types are Cast but e :pensive. A combination of soral 

and parallel operation could be a desirable compromiso. 

rphe concurrent mode of systems operation may be applied to 
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all three types, resu1tir, in the increase of speeJ, 

desin complexity, and cost. 

Circuitry 

A computer performs its functions by lo[;ical methods. 

Circuits aro arrano in various confiurations in order 

to achieve the desired operation. Basically, three types 

of circuits are used. They are: storage units as the 

flip-flop, 1:;ating circuits as the "and" and "or" type, 

and amplifiers (9). 

Each specific function may rec4uire a group of indi- 

vidual circuits plus a group wh .. ich is shared with other 

functions. The result is that many of the circuits are 

"time shared" by numerous functions. Fewer components 

are therefore reouired, reducing total cost and increasing 

reliability. 

Phe circuits used are interconnected directly with 

D.C. coupling or aro A.C. coupled usin transformers, ILC. 

networks, or other isolating devices. A combination of 

D.C. and A.C. coupling methods may also be used effec- 

tively. The D.C. type has the advanta;e of requiring 

fewer couplin components. This coupling is used primari- 

1r with asynchronous type of circuit operation, while the 

A . O . type tends toward synchronous control . Asynchronous 

circuitry operates at speeds determined by the individu1 

switching characteristics of the circuits used. Total 
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speed or switching timo is equal to the summation of indi- 

vidual circuit operational times. The synchronous type 

uses a central timing signal termed the "clock' or sinals 

derived from the clock, which determine tho circuit opera- 

tiorial speed. In orr3er to obtain effective switching, the 

individual circuit speod nust be :reater than the clock 

repetition rate. The circuits aro energized during the 

clock pulse or by its rise or fall condition. If the 

clock pulse widt} is small compared to the repetition po- 

riad, the duty cycle will be low in velue. One active 

element may then drive or he driven by many circuits. iThe 

number of input and output paths or "fan-in" and "fan-out" 

numbers may be large compared to the asynchronous t:Tpe. 

Thus the synchronous system requires less active elements. 

Avora,o circuit energy requirements are low in synchronous 

operation, but high peak levels may exist (11). 

Systems may be composed of both types of circuit oper- 

ation in separate or the same sections. A synchronous con- 

troiled system operates at a basic speed determined by the 

clock rate. The asynchronous system may use local asyn- 

chronous operation with single or sectional synchronous 

control timing signals. This type of structure is timo 

controlled in a circuit group rather than in individual 

unit operation. If no external timing occurs, true asyn- 

chronous operation is obtaino and is called speed inde- 

pend ence. 
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Loie Design 

The approach utilized In logic design may be primarily 

by the block diagram method, or through the usc of 1o;ic 

equations (3, p.126-145). Usually, a combination of both 

are involved, the primary method being dependent upon the 

specific task arid experience of the desiner concerned. 

The objective of each method is to communicate betwecn the 

systoms designer and the engineer who must construct the 

final physical machine. The block dia.rams, or logic 

equations describe in detail the functions performed by 

the machine in reards to logic or;anization and circuitry 

required. The order of development generates from the 

machine's requirements. The specific £unction3 of each 

system are determined and formulated into a workin struc- 

tiire with. circuit characteristics considered, The struc- 

ture takes form in block diagrams or loic equations. T} 

end product of this work may thon directly be used to con- 

struct the various systems that compose the machine. 
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TRE ALWAC III-1 DIGITAL CO?PUT1R 

General Description 

The ALWAC III-E is a medIum size commercial general 

purpose diGital computer utilIzing drum storao. Photo- 

graphs of the macb.the are shown in Firure 1. It is basi- 

ce.liy f3erial and synchronous in circuit and systems opera- 

tian with automatic control sequencin. The clock line 

which 18 loceted on the arum has a repetition rate of 

62.5 Tcps. The machine contains approximately 275 tubes 

and 5400 sIlicon dlode3 wbich are arranged in plu-in 

board construction. The arithmetic mode is the fixed 

point type. ThternallT, the machine is binary in struc- 

ture with a 34 bit word . The first bit identifies the 

sin, the following 32 contain information, and the last 

bt is used for phase detection. A single address, or a 

self-addres3ed , or two self-addressed instructions occup. 

half word len;th. Ffore this investication, 3l orders 

were decoded for proçrarnrning purposes. One indexn reç- 

ister is available and is activated for address modifica- 

tion by suttractin; i from the standard instruction. The 

remote memory contains 8192 words of drum storae which are 

addressable in blocks of 32 words each. ujck access drum 

storao,. termed workin, storao, contains four blocks of 

directly addressable words. A block transfer is used to 

communicate between the remote rneory and workinr storage. 



Figure la. The ALWAC III-E (right to left in rear - Power supply, 23 

Logic, and Memory Cabinets). 

Figure lb. The Control Station (right to left - Monitoring Oscillo- 
scope, Control Panel, Break Point Box, and Flexowriter). 
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The input-output equipment, which will accept alpha- 

numeric information, consists of a flexowriter with a 

paper tape punch and reader. Basic operational speeds 

are shown in Table III (12, p. b-22). 

Design Concept 

Simplicity and economy have been stressed in the 

design. 'I'he result is a basic yet versatile serial syn- 

chronous machine that may be produced at low cost (4;6O,OOO). 

TheIII-E is a development of earlier models. Iiany impo- 

tant features wex'e added without radically alterin the 

initial desir;n. his evolution improved the machine, how- 

ever, iany of the orL4nal concepts retarued its develop- 

ment. The point has been reached where major redesignim; 

is warranted, but valuable information that results in 

systems improvement may e obtained from the investigation 

of the existin structure. 

Cl. r cui ty 

The major circuits utilized are: flip flops, arìd-or" 

.)ates, arid amplifiers. A modified flip flop (one shot dr- 

cuit) and a pulse ;enerator are employed sparcely. Three 

types of vacuum tubes are used in quantity (more than two). 

The absence of cathode followers, inhibit ';ates, and other 

types of computer circuits, reduces the complexity of the 

total circuit network. Coaxial cables are placed directly 



TABLE III. OPrRATI0NAL SPEEDS OF THE ALWAC III-E 

Arithmetic System 

Addition 

Subtract Ion 

Iu1t iplicat Ion 

Div i s i on 

St or a e 

Inc lud in stora';e 
averae access time 
milliseconds 

.25 or 5.75 

5,25 or 5.75 

21.25 

21.25 

Block transfer from Vorking Storage to 
ieynory .......... . . . . 

Block transfer from Memory to Working 
Storage . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Access time in a Working Etorrge 

Access time in a Register . . . . . 

Input -Output 

25 

Exc lud Ing storaçe 
access time 
milliseconds 

0.5 or 1.0 

0.5 or 1.0 

17.0 

17.0 

Average in 
milliseconds 

110.5 

22.5 

4.25 

0.25 

Flexowriter typing ........... B characters 
per second 

Flexowriter paper tape reader . . . . . 10 characters 
per second 

Flexowritor paper tape punch . . . . . . 10 characters 
per second 



inte gates, and in some 

By investigating v2riou 

position which produces 

This procedure was used 

clock Une cable in the 

in Fií.:ure 2. 
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instances, pulse reflections result. 

s entrance points for the cable, a 

negliib1e reflection may be found.. 

by the author to terminate the 

loic cabinet. The result is shown 

Figure 2. Elimination of Pulse Reflection by Impedance Matching. 

Before Z Matched After Z Matched 

15 volts 15 volts 

S volt 

volts 
b a b a volts 

.- Time -< Time 

Note: Pulse width from a to b is lS microseconds. 

The gates are limited in most instances to the "and - 

or" or two level configurations. In order to effectively 

construct this type of gating, the "and" gates are cas- 

caded and D.C. coupled (3, p. b-20). This results ini the 

use of a minimum number of diodes. A positive pulse will 

predominently have its rise time extended by the hand" 

gate, while its fall time is increased by the "or" gate. 

When both types of gates are interconnected with D.C. 

coup1in, the rise and fall characteristics of the output 
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pulse are 1ar'e1y determined by the final ate. This is 

caused by the loading effect of the circuit to be driven. 

Cascaded 'ad" ates bave similar characteristics as that 

of a single "and" gate, considering the 16 microsecond 

period of the clock pulso. In order to obtain effective 

operation, the maximum number of 'and" gates that may be 

cascaded is approximately five. 

i positive potential of 15 volts indicates a 1 posi- 

tion in the binary system, while a zero or ground potential 

represents a zero. Flip flops aro triggered by the fall of 

the clock pulse. The final "or" gates of the input gating 

networks for flip flops are A.C. coupled and are composed 

of an R-C combination and a limiting diode. The clock 

line is placed at the termination of each cascaded "and" 

rate in order to reduce the capacitance affecting the fall 

timo of the gate's output pulse. When the "and" gate input 

configuration is satisfied, a clock pulse of 15 volts in 

amplitude and 0.15 microseconds in fall time is applied 

throuh the "and" kate to the iITput 1f? circuit. A ne;- 

ative spike type of pulse, approximately five volts ifl 

amplitude, is then obtained from the input circuit and 

used to triger the flip flop, which changes state in 

aUout five microseconds. The flip-flop driving networks 

consist of groups of cascaded D.C. coupled "and" gates 

collected together with A.C. coupled "or" hatos which 

form the required triggering pulses for the flip flops. 
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Since thE) flip flop is a bistable element, two complete 

sets of drivi circuits are required. 

J-\n important arnplifyin, element termed a drIver is 

used to regenerate puises and reduce the total number of 

gating circuits required. The driver is a three stage .C. 

coupled amplifier with two outputs that aro 180 de&:rees 

out of phase. By using a driver instead of a flip flop as 

a collection point for circuitrj that involves complex 

machine functions, the required number of i?ates is reduced 

by a factor of two. This is possible beesuse the driver 

assumes a relaxed or zero position when the input is zero 

potential or not applied (3, p. 31-34). The driver input 

network consists of cascaded 'rand" into "ort tpe ::ates 

which are D.C. coupled. Since the driver is an amplifier, 

switching is not necessary; thus the clock line is not in- 

volved in the driver's Input circuitry. The driver outputs 

have rise and fall times in the order of five microseconds. 

This condition can be tolerated because they are applied 

to flip flop driving or input networks, where the sharp 

fa11 of the clock pulse supplies the necessary trigger. In 

most applications the rise or fall time of the driver out- 

puts must not exceed the clock pulse period of 16 micro- 

seconds. VIth the type of circuitry used, machine opera- 

tion is dependent upon the rapid fall of the clock pulse. 

Ilip flops are switched at the fail of the clock, while 
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the driver may change state durinp; a clock pulse. These 

are the major circuit chaacteristies considered in lo3- 

cal design. 

Conventional pulse amplifiers aro employed to write 

and read information in the drum operations. Tube staes 

are placed in parallel in order to obtain power amplifi- 

cation, asin the construction of the clock line power 

amplifier, where as many as 24 sta;os may he in parallel. 

is a crude hut simple method and characterizes the 

eneral theme of the design. 

Order Code 

An instruction or command is composed of an order and 

an address portion. Tach is eight bits in length, arid to- 

ether occupy a half word. A group of instructions contain 

orders that are self-addressed. Since address portion in- 

formation is not necessary, they require a quarter word 

lernçth (eight bits). )ne or two self-addressed orders may 

be placed into a half word, therefore, a word may contain 

from 2 to 4 instructions. Eighty-one orders were available 

before this analysis was undertaken. They aro formed into 

groups and shown in Table IV (1). 

Ari order occupies ei,ht bits, therefore 256 confiu- 

ratior:s are possible. Two hexadecimal diits aro used t 

represent each configuration. ill even orders indicate a 

modification of the address portion by the index register, 
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TABLE IV. ALNAC III-E ORDER CODE 
BEFORE DEVELCP!NT OF THE MODIFICATIONS 

A. Aritbrnft1c B. EThifting and Extract 

1_. 61 A±W = A 1. 1 AB shift riht 
2. 63 -(AW) = A 2. A AB shift left 
3. 65 -(A-V!) = A 3. A5 A shift ri:ht 
4. 67 A-W A 4. A7 A shift left 
5. bd ABW AB 5. AB AB float left - 
6 . bf AB-W AB Count in 1. 

7. el (BxD)i-A = AB 6. r,i tract with D mask 
8. e3 (BxW)+A AB (AxD')U(DxW) A 
9. e5 BxL) AR 7. 75 ExtrRct (AxW) A 

100 e7 BxW AP 
11. e9 AB/D B 

Remainder in A C . Input-Output 
12. ei> AB/V B 

Remainder In A 1. Fl Hexa1ec1'al in l. ed B/D B 2. F3 Aiphabet in 
Remainder in A 3. F5 Hexadecimal out 

14. eI Pt:' = B 4. Fr7 Alphabet out 
5. F9 Sign in 
6. d5 Sigr cut 

D. Chanpe of Control 7. cId Number out 
8. 9b rpype 

1. 11 Jump to ; 9. 9d Punch 
2. 13 'ontrol Jump i 10. 9f Punch and Type 

to W 11. 99 Peither 
3. 15 Control Junp 2 

to W 

4. ir? r (E-1o) E. pecia1 Accumulator (ii) 

to W 
5. 19 If AO to W 1. 22 Round A from L 

6. lb 'top or to W 2. 21 A +0 
7. id If (-fl) to W 3. 2e Make si.n of A plus 

. 1f If Z on to 1T 4. 2e Reverse sin of A 

9. 51 on. if AI <IW 5. 3e A is complemented 
10. 02 Reverse Z 6. Oc Sign of A to B 

11. 04 on 1f A is 7. 0e Sig' of A to B 
odd and B=O 
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TABLE IV. Continued 

F. "House eein"or Information Transfer 

1. 49 AtoW 
2. 69 A to W, to A (xcbarií;e) 
3. 79 WtoA 
4 . b5 W t o A ( V i s in e'rìory O ) 

5. C5 I3toW 
6. 41 W to B 
'7. C? DtoW 
8. 5b toD 
9. C3 E to W 

10. 57 W to E 
11. Cl Address J to W 
12. 55 Address W to E 
13. 4d Address of A to W 
14. 4f half to W 
15. 6d Address ìV to A 
16. 6F half W to A 
17. 30 A to B, B to A (ïxchange) 
1(j. 32 B to A 
19. 34 EtoA 
20. 36 A to E, E to A (Exchange) 
21. 38 DtoA 
22. 3a A to D, I) to A (Exohane) 
23. 81 emory to WorkinC Storare I 

24. 83 iemory to Working Storae II 
25. 85 Memory to Working Storage III 
26. 87 1ienory to Working Storage IV 
27. 09 Working Storage I to ?emory 
2u. 3b Working Storage II to Memory 
29. 8d Working Storage III to emory 
30. 8f V.orking Storae IV to iernory 

Note: 00 code indicates "no operation". Grout , orders 
17 through 22 in group F, ano "10 and 11" in group 
D are th self-addressed type. A, B, and ) are 
one word registers. E is a half word register. 
W is a word in workinj storage. 
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reducing, the total number to 12. E1hty-one were usad as 

shown, 1eavin many open conf1urat1ons for additional 

orders. As seen in Table IV, the codes in some roups were 

arranged in a non-related nature, resuLting in ari awkward 

structure. A prime example is the thouse_keepingu group. 

This senseless placemont resulted in many instFmnces from 

the random addition of orders without present or future 

consideration of the order code structure. 

The ALV/AC III, which was the predecessor of the III-F, 

did riot contain an index operation. Its order code con- 

sisted of even hexadecimal codes. ihen the III-E was de- 

veloped anc. indexing placed into Its control system, the 

orders that require address portion information were made 

odi. :er codes were used to indicate index modification. 

If an order is even, the address portion is modified, with- 

out exception. Orders that did not require address íortion 

information (self-addrcssed) were not chanded to odd codes. 

Since the address portion of this type of instruction Is 

not used, the modification that takes place is meanIn;less. 

If two self-addressed orders are placed into a half word, 

or are doubled, the first order must be made odd. This 

prevents the second order, which is in the address portion 

of the half word, from beind modified b'r Indexiní. In most 

Instances, such a modification would result in erroneous 

operation and can not be tolonated. 
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Leaving the group of' self-addressed order codes even 

was a result of the structure of the ALWAC-III, and it also 

labels this special group. As a result, the following 

rules eist: 

1. Index operation is indicated by subtracting a 

onìe from an order than requires address portion 

information. 

2. Louh1inç of self-addressed orders demand that s 

one be added to the first order used. 

3. The address portion of' an instructicn using a 

self-addressed order is irrelevant. 

This structure is not convenient and creates confusion 

for the novice programmer. It could he altered without 

involving any physical changes in the machine by ading a 

one to the self-addressed order codes, making them nor- 

mally odi. hule i would then apply to all orders and rule 

2 and 3 would be replaced by the following: 

a. A self-addressed instruction must contain a 

doubled order or a "no-operation" in its address 

portion. 

b. I a one is subtracted from a self-addressed 

order, the contents of the address portion is of 

no consoquence. 

All orders would then have odu codes, and any chante in 

their operation would be indicated by making the order 

even through subtraction. The procedure would be 



standardized. It should be noted that In either code 

structure the second order of a doubled command situation 

may be the type which requires address portion information. 

The order configuration then acts as both, the order and 

address; however, this is not a normal situation. 

The III-F has approximately 30 more orders than the 

average machine in its classification. By providin more 

tools for the pro;rammer, his labor Is reduced, and faster 

operation is obtained in program execution. This concept 

will be developed In the later portion of this paper. The 

order structure is large and versatile, but the hexadeci- 

mal representation and non-related order codes may cause 

difficulty In memorization. However, once the general 

and particular rules concerning the uso of the order code 

Lave been mastered, the machine may be programmed with ease. 

"achIne Structure Notation 

Logic equations are used to describe the machine's 

activities. .Phese equations Indicate the sequence of 

events of the specific functions that are performed, and 

the circuitry required. Once the equations have been 

mastered, the machine's loIc msy be inspected and its 

functions understood. A procedure that is recommended to 

be followed in order to acquire the knowledge necessary 

to comprehend the logic equations of the III-E is listed: 



1. F.e familIar with the general operations of 'tancl- 

or" :ate.s, flip flops, drivers, amplifiers, and 

one-shot circuits. 

2. Relate the lor;ic equation to circuit structure 

wbicTh basically involves T'and-or" cates, flip 

flops, and drivers. 

3. Understand the concept of the computer, its 

simplified and detailed block operation. 

4. Review the syhols used to represent various 

elements in the machine, and also the general 

functions of' each element. 

5. Investigate the bic equations, developing their 
patterns in relation to systems operation starting 

with the basic timin section of the control 

system. 

After these steps have been completed, with emphasis on 

items 3 and 5, the machine structure will become familiar. 

Initial knowledge of prograìmiin methods is not necessary, 

but it will aid in the development of the machine's block 

operation. 

Since the logic equation book gives a reasonably corn- 

plete description of the machine, it is the major source of 

information. In this book, a reference is given to the 

physical location of individual diodes of "and-or" gates, 

and is cross-referenced in respect to the logic equations. 

Thus, the logic book contains the equations and ives 
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reference to the wirn, book and machine as to the hysi- 

cal location of the cii cuitry defined 
; 
the vdrintr, book has 

individual diode and circuit locations listed and refers 

to logic equations that are constructed. In these two 

books, the functions of the machine are described and exact 

circuit structure shown. oparate sc}oatics of individual 

circuits as flip flops, drivers, amplifiers, etc., are also 

provided. The machine structure is presented in a precise 

cross-referenced form that is not bulky in nature. This 

method has been found to be well suited for the III-E. 

When using t}is scheme of logic equation representa- 

tion, flow or logic diagrams are not usually necessary; 

however, a complex operation may be presented more clearly 

with a combination ... of equation and block dia;ram forms. A 

timing chart consistim; of pulse linos in time reference, 

that are developed from the equations being investigated, 

is an important aid in the analysis of the equations of 

complex functions. The various applications of these 

methods are dependent upon the individual involved and 

the circumstances. 

Physical Structure 

The machine consists of the power supply, loi:ic, and 

memory cabinets, and an operator's station. The power 

supply cabinet contains the necessary rectifyin and regu- 

latin(, circuits that are needed to generate the proper 



voltages for the coniputer. The D.C. voltage supplied are: 

+130V. regulated, +15V., +11V., -112v., -115v. regulated, 

-121V., and -2c3OV.. The 1o1c cablnet contains the major 

bulk of the logic type of circuitry, while the drum and its 
readin; and writing circits are in the memory cabinet. 

The control tatior consists of the input-output unit (a 

flexowriter witI2 paper tape reader and punch), a control 

panel, and a monitorin; oscilloscope. I3asically, the 

arithmetic, input-output, and control syterns are in the 

loic cabinet, while the memory cabinet houses the memory 

system. 

The physical structure of the logic and "memory read 

and write circuitry is similar. Circuits such as flip 

flops and amplifiers are placed on p1u-in boards. Diodes 

used for ;ate construction and input circuits are also on 

plu-in boards. The diode plup-in contains 16 diodes and 

the iìput plu;-in has 15 input circuits. Each plu';-in 

board is terminated with an amphernal connector with 16 

pairs of ;old plated contacts. i flip flop, diode, input, 

and a workin.. storage read amplifier board are shown in 

Fiuro 3. Two completo flip flop circuits arid four input 

circuits are on each flip flop board. Figure 4 thus- 
trates the boards (front and rear view) positioned in the 

logic cabinet rack. The drum and some of the boards used 

in the construction of its associated circuitry are shown 

in Fiure 5. 
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Figure Lib. Rear View of the Logic Cabinet Showing the Cable-Like 
Wire Formation. 

Figure f. The Drum and Associated Plug-In Boards Located in the 
Memory Cabinet. 
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The D.C. :ates aro constructed from the diodes ori the 

diode plu,.:-ln bord8. The ;ates resistors and inter-diode 

wirim; are placed on the rear of the plug-in rack. The 

result is a maze of wIres in cable-like formations. T'ris 

is seen in Fir;ure 4. Inilvidual wires approach 1enths up 

to eiht feet because the iates input sources, diodes, and 

output loads may be spread througbout the rack. This type 

of construction Is feasible because of the relatively low 

frequency of the clock. 

There are about 275 tubes (riostiv dual triodes) and 

5400 diodes in the machine. These are the principle ele- 

merits used in the construction of 134 nip flops, aproxi- 
matel U5 amplifiers, 3 one shots, 794 inputs circuits, and 

numerous pates. The distribution of the major circuits in 

regards to sub-divisions of the four machine systems are 

shown in Table V. Quantities of tube typos are also listed. 

The construction used In the III-E, is economical and 

electronically satisfactory for the type of circuitry and 

operational speeds employed. The stray wire and load ca- 

pacitances cause slow switching times which may approach 

the clock pulse period. However, the required flip flop 

trIg.Ler pulses are supplied by the fast fall of the clock, 

and reliable operation is attained. Care was not taken to 

use a minimal total wire lenith In gate construction and 

excess wire length is a normal, rather than an exceptional 

occurrence. The clock line distribution system and the 
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TABLE V. CIECIJIT AND TUBE DISTRIBUTION 
THROUGHOUT THE MACHINE'S SYSTEMS 

F.F. Pr. Amp. fl.S. .O. 

(Flip flop, I)rivor, Amp1ifir, 
?ernor One Shot, Blocking OscillatQr) 

Working Stora;e Fecirculation 32 1.6 

Remote Memory . . . . . . . . 2 2 
puífer (Eoister and W.S.). . 1 2 

Arithmetl c 

Pegister Recirculation . . . 14 3 6 
Operation . . . . . . . . . . B 

Intut -Output 

Buffer . . . . . . . . . . . 6 

Operation. ........ . 2 '7 

Control 

'aster )tation . ..... 24 
Synchronous Timing . . . . 12 3 1 2 
'«ord Location ........ 8 
Sequence Control . . . . 8 2 
Operations Control (Special) 13 6 75 
Indexing . . . . 5 1 
Alarm ............ 3 1 

Total circuits 

Tube Types 

5687 
5963 

12AT7 
12 AY? 

6AH6 
2E 1 

132 14 102 8 2 

j4'J r. Amp. 0.S. p.O. 

132 lU 59 8 2 21? 
g 6 = U 

34 = 34 
2 2 

2 = 2 
P7 : 7 

Total 27 

Note: Seven circuits are p1acec in two categories. 
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flip flop trier pulses taen from Input circuits use 

wirin. that protrudes away from the rrialn racì In order to 

reduce stray capacitance. Printed circuits which are 

placed ori beth. sides of the flip flop and driver plu;-in 

circuit boards, are not soder dipped and frequently have 

ar open-circuited condition caused by radically chan'in 

temperatures, general usavo, and ase. With the exception 

of the printed cIrcuits, the construction of this machine 

has proven to he suitable for reliable operation, and is 

extremely flexible In regards to additions and deletions 

nde to the machine's systems. 

Basic Block Diagram 

The basic block diagram with information flow between 

the machine's systems is shown in Figure 6. Standard ma- 

chine operation will be described usin this dia;ram as a 

basis. 

Consider he machIne In an Idle state. It is acti- 

vatod In order to place Information into the memory, or to 

execute a pro;ram that is already stored in the memory. 

oth of these operations are performed by a proj ram called 

the start routine. This routIne is always kept in a spe- 

cific location in the memory and Is called upon by pressin., 

the clear switch which is located at the operator's stat1o. 

This actIon autcmatically places the first instruction of 

the start routine into the control unit. Gpon the 
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Figure 6. Basic Block Diagram of the III-E 



execution of this command, a statement consistin; of four 

hexadecimi digits must be placed into the machine through 

the uso of the input-output system. The statement is de 

coded and performed by the sulsoquent instructions of the 

start routine. A set of information items consisting of 

instrtctions, data, or both, s placed into the memory 

under the direction of the start routine, or the first 

instruction of a proc;ram that is already in the memory is 

loaded into the control unit. The latter initiates the 

operation of this program. Its instructions are thon 

loaded from the memory into the control system and exe- 

cuted in a standard preset sequence. This sequence may be 

interrupted by a change of control or jump comrnand; how- 

ever, its pattern is continued, only the initial starting 

point has been changed. 

Since the start routine is a program, many other 

operations may be performed by it other than the two men- 

tioned; however, these two are the minimum reauired for 

activating.; the machine. The machine is considered under 

executive control when the start routine is bein- used 

because this routine interprets a simple statement and 

performs it through the use of many direct machine 

instructions. 

The operation of the machine follows a constant pat - 

term. A preselected instruction dEtermined by the normal 

sequence or a change of control command, is loaded into 
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the control unit. The instruction is then. performed by the 

control system utilizinL; one or more ol' the other sy&tems. 

The execution of the instruction involves information 

trarsfer between systemB or within an individual 3ystern, 

or information rdification by the arithmetic system, or 

both. V1ìile an instruction is being executed, the physi- 

cal memory location of the next instruction is sought. ¡t 

the termination of the present instruction, the next in- 

struction is immediately loaded, if its location has been 

completed. 

91e loading and execution of an instruction is a se- 

rial svstern operation. A limited concurrent systems op- 

eration obtained durin the execution of an output 

command. The input-output systen may send a character o± 

information out of the machine while other instructions 

are being e:ecuted. If more than one character is in 

volved in the output command, the machine will not proceed 

on to the nett instruction until all hut the last &lar8c- 

ter 1-'as been taken out . Thus, the concurrent mode i only 

obtained durin the output of the last character. ven 

though this example appears trivial, it is used t. er1van 

ta:.)e ifl the binary to decimal conversion of output data. 

In this process, one digit of the decinal number is ob- 

tained for each step. While the di;it is boint; taken out 

of the machine, the next d1it is î;enerated. Thus, the 

conversion does not require extra time. This example 
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illustrates the tremendous advantae of concurrent opera- 

tion. The concurrent mode of systoms operation is rarely 

used in this machine; hence, it will not be considered 

beyond this section. Concurrent operation may he achieved 

internally in a single system as in the control unit where 

execution of an instruction and the location of the next 

instructIon are performed simultaneously; however, the 

general mode of system operation Is serial. The machine 

is then serial in all systems operation and basically 

serial with siht concurrent operation considering an 

individual system. 

iemory System 

The memory is divided into two portions, the main arid 

the working stora;o. The main consists of 256 blocks or 

channels, where each clianrol contains 3° words. The 

channels are addressable and are identified by the hexe- 

decimal digits 00 through PF. The main Is used for remote 

storage and a channel transfer exists for communication 

with the quick access workin, storage. An exception is 

channel 00, where individual words may be transferred into 

the arithmetic unit by a special order. The working storae 

is the active unit in the memory system. It contains four 

channels of 32 words each that are directly addressable. 

The entire main Is ori the drum, while portions of each 

workin storage are in Clip flops. A oriin storage is 
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(iv1ded Into two lines, the 1cnn and the short. Tuo infor- 

mation rec1rcu1ate from ì line on the drum, to flip flopa, 

and bac1 to the other line in a continuous circular pat- 

tern. The two electronic portions of a working storage 

channel contain 4 hits and 2 bits respectively (3, p. 

73-78). Since therm are two breakin points in each work- 

1n; storage, the riaxirnum wait1n period for a specific 

word is a drum revolution (8* milliseconds); and the 

average is drum revolution (4 milliseconds). The main 

is a non-volatile storage, 'vhile the workIn storage is a 

volatile type since it recirculates. A return to zero 

phase type of recording is used in the main with the same 

head involved in both the reading and writin; process. 

Working storage ises a non-return to zero method of re- 

cordin with two read and two write heads because of its 
recirculatin; characteristic. The 34th bit of each word 

in the memory is permanently in the zero state in order tc 

distinguish between a word that contains an all-one or an 

all-zero confiuration, considoriní; the workin?ç 3torage 

non-return to zero method of recordin;. Thus, the 34th bit 

of the words In memory are not accessable to the prorammer. 

ConsIder1n, the avera;:e machine application, the main 

contains the program and data which usually occupy many 

channels. The program and data are used In blocks of 32 

words, for both must be transferred into workIní storage 

in order to he avìI1ahle for usa;e by the machine's other 
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systeirl8. Thus, blocks 01 information are constantly being 

transferred in both directions betwoori the main and workin. 

storage duriri the execution of a program. In some in- 

stances the initial data is not stored in the main, but is 

taken when needed, directly into the arithmetic unit by 

the input-output system; however, the program is in the 

main and many block transfers are still required. The 

simplified block diagram of the memory is shown in Figure 

7, with a listing of Its specific circuits and their indi- 

vidual identification symbols. 

Complication In proramming and slow operation are 

results of this memory structure. A programmer must be 

very careful that the numerous block transfers are placed 

correctly in his proram. The transfer takes about 0.1 

second to perform, thus, it is time consumini; in compari- 

son to other operations. There Is only one path existing 

between memory and workin, storage. A seloction network 

that contains 65 multI-contact relays and 7 driving ampli- 

fiers, is used to connect the desiroc chanrel ci the 256 

avilab1e to the working storage. The Information trans- 

ferred is checked bit by bit for erro s after the transfer 

is completed. i an error occurs, the operation is re- 

peated if a switch has been placed in the required posi- 

tion. This checl. is necessary, Cor errors result when 

many channel transfers are made In a short period of time. 



Figure 7. Memory System Block Diagram 
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Memory Write 
Amplifier 
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List of Circuit Elements 

1. Flip Flops (3) 
a Working Storage Recirculation (32) 

W.S. I JTh,He,Hl,H2,H3 Ib,12,13 

W.S. II Jb,Je,Jl,J2,J3 Kb,K2,K3 

W.S. III Lb,Le,Ll,L2,L3 Mb,M2,M3 

W.S. IV Nb,Ne,Nl,N2,N3 Ob,02,03 

b. Buffer into Nain Memory - Mo and Mp 
C. Buffer from Registers to Working Storage - Q8 

2. Amplifiers (18) 

a. Working Storage Recirculation Lines (16) 

Hr,Hw,Ir,Iw,Jr,Jw,Kr,Kw,Lr,Lw,Mr,Mw,Nr,Nw,Or,Ow 
b. Main Memory Read and Write Amplifiers - MR and MW 

3. Drivers (2) 

a. Buffer from Working Storage to Control Unit - Wa 

b. Buffer from Working Storage to Registers - Wn 

To Other 
Systems 

Note: Selection relay amplifiers are considered a part 

of the control system. 
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In t1-1s situation, the contacts or the switchin relays 

may not have relaxed properl:r in the time alloted or 

reliable operation. 

The remote main arid slow block tranßfer makes thi8 

memory system undesirable. If each word in the main were 

directly addressabio and the block transfer was fast, the 

memory system would be vastly improved. The quick access 

linos of the workn: storae are useíul and would not be 

obsolete wIth a directly addressable menory. In fact, a 

few four word recircu1aton lines could be adde and used 

to advantage. The comriancl word structure does not allow 

enough bits for all the words in the main to be address- 

able; however, a preselect main channel command and the 

addressability of the words in this channel would make the 

main memory words directly addressable in banks of 2. 

The preselect would have te use electronic switchin; In 

order to be efficient. Any main channel could then be 

selected, and quickly connected to the path between the 

main and workinL storage. The words in this channel 

would be addressable. Since the size of the main memory 

is adequate (El92 words), with the improvements stated, 

the memory system could be reatly improved witiout re- 

desi;nin, the basic structure 01 the machine. 
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Arithmetic System 

The major items of this system ere the A, B, and .) 

registers. Fach is a one-word rocireu1atthc line with a 

3. 'bit electronic portion (3, p. 66-73). Fcirteen flip 

flops, 6 amplifiers, 3 drivers, and the drum are involved 

:in their constructic'. Eiht wore flip flops are used f or 

arithmetic operation elements, uti1izer for duties as carry, 

borrow, and inter-operation control. The latter apniles to 

items as addition in rultiplication and subtraction In di- 

vislon. The recirculatlon lines and operation elements are 

tied together with numerous "and-or" ates to form the 

arithmetic system. The basic block diagram with a listing 
of the elements used is shown in Figure f3. 

A few of the flip flops are time shared with the con- 

tro]. system. They are classifier] as multi-function e1emnts 

since they nerform more tha one task. ilements of this 

type do not necessarily leave the area o' a sin1e system. 

Since these non-related functions take place at different 

time periods, many of the machine's elements are used in 

this manner. This riulti-function arrangement reduces the 

total number of elements required, resulting in lower cost 

and greater reliability. Another outstanding feature of 

tlo arithmetic system structure is the application of the 

(river elements The characteristics of the driver are: 

a zero state exists when no input is applied, and when an 
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P'igure 8. Arithmetic System Block Diagram 

A Register 

B Register 

Other ' D Register 

Systems 
Arithmetic Unit 
(Each is a 3h Bit 
Recirculation Line 
Located on the Drum) 

Arithmetic 
Operation Inter- 

nal Control 
(Non-Timing) 

List of Circuit Elements 

From 
Control 
System 

1. Flip Flops (22) 
a, Register Recirculation (12) 

Ab,Ae,An,Ar,Bb,Be, &i,Br, Eb, De, Ik,Dr 
b. Arithmetic and other Operations Control (io) 

Ua, Ub, Uc,Ud, Ur,Us, Ut, Uv,Al,B]. 

2, Amplifiers (6) 

Register Recirculation - Ar,Aw,Br,Bw,tk,D 

3. Drivers (3) 
Arithmetic and other Operation - Ad,Bd,Dd 
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Input isrocetved, the driver Immediately changes to a one- 

state for the duritIon of the ìflput s1na1. Since the 

crivers are collection points for the iulky logic circuitry 
of the aritImetic system, the tot.ol number of "and-or" 

used is reduced by a factor of two consiäerinh normal flip 

flop circuit conztructicn without drivers. This reduction 

is possible because only the one state input logic is nec- 

essary for a driver, while the flip flop demands input 

logic for both the one an zerc states. The ncn-storae 

1'eature of the driver is also valuable for switching during 

a clock pulse period. The major applicatIon of this char- 

acteristic is in the region of control. 

(onsIderin, fixed point arithmetic, the A register is 

the prime accumulator, the F register contains the multipli.- 

can and dividend, and the :. re ister the multiplier and 
divisor. The product Is placed in the double length AE 

register which is the A and B register combined into a 65 

bit register, and the T register contaIns the quotient and 

the Â reister the remainder, 1f the scaling of the dividend 

and divisor is iientica1. Addition and subtraction may 

also be performed with the Afl reister and a sinle infor- 

mation word. The dividend may occupi the AL re4ster if 

the absolute value of the A portion Is less than the abso- 

lute value of ii, corLsiderin their scalIn equal. The 

arithmetic operations that use the re4sters directly are 

basically sinle precision and fixed point. Since the 
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ALAC Is a sin1e adc1res maci-1ne, the standard procedure 

01' arithmetic operation 1: lead a register front working 

storage, optional s}ift fr sca1iri, perform the operation 

using a second word frort working stora.e, an optional shift 
to obtain desired scalinn of the result, and transfer of 

the result from rei.ster into working storage. Since 

there are numerous exceptions to this procedure, manj 

types of orders ar avalahle besides those defined f.r 
typical operation. iftj orders deal directly witb the 

arithmetic sïsteri. Those orders may be grouped as follows: 

14 arithmetic, special A an1 P reister, 7 sbift and 

logical, 11 inforì'îation transfer between registers and 

workin stora(e, 4 iriter-re:ister transfers, 3 transfers 
between. rerister, control and main memory, and 3 condi- 

tional transfers of control. This lare and versatile 
roup of orders reduces the labor in programming and 

decreases the program opertion time. 

The ALWAC is convenient for work usin: single preci- 
sion fixed point arithmetic. rince the information word 

length is only 33 hits, the range of manitude and preci- 
sien of approximately 9 decimal digits, is not adequate for 

many applications. 
these deficioncios, 

directly available, 
program and is slow 

sufficient, hut a L 

Double precision eliminates some of 

but double lenth arithmetic is not 

therefore it i very difficult to 

in execution. If single precision is 
irgo variation in number magnitude is 
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desired, floating point arithmetic is satisfactory. The 

floating point arithmetic operations are performed by a 

subroutine, thus, they are slow in execution and cumber- 

sorne to use. The pattern of operation is as follows: 

place the subroutine into working storage IV, load the 

two numbers involved from workn storage into the regis- 
tors, place an 1formatiori word called the key word into 

a register, and then transfer control to the subroutine 

In order to perform the specific operction that is indi- 

caLed by the key word. The result of the operation is 

inserted in a reLçister and the control is returned to the 

main proi;ram at the postion determined by the key word 

information. Although floating point arithmetic is li-icon- 

voient and inefficient, the advantage of having a largo 

ran,e of magnitude evailable makon it the pririe arithmetic 

mode used for scientific computations. 'Transcendental 

functions are evaluated by subroutines for both the fixed 

point and floating point arithmetic modes; therefore, the 

operation of each is similar. The floatirì; point type per- 

forms the arithmetic required internally; the floating 
point arithmetic subroutIne is not involved. Operational 

ties of both arithmetic modes will be discussed in the 

latter portion of this paper. 

The ALWAC arithmetic system is versatile for sinle 
precision fixed point computations, but applications are 

liri-ited. The floating point mode is used for mesi; work, 
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but its operation is s1ov and pro:;raTnrning s awkward. 

Double precision is performed through intricate programmin.: 

and is veri time consuriin in execution; therefore, it has 

not proven to be practical. Thc desired arithmetic system 

should he trivial to prordm and quick in operation for 

fixed point, floating, point, nd multi-precision arithmetic. 

Input -Output 

This systeri is composed of the peripheral input-oubput 

equipment and a six bit static buffer. The buffer consi$ts 

of six flip flops ifl order to accommodate 4 bit numeric &ìd 

6 bit alphabetIc or flex control characters. The peneral 

block diagram of the 3yte1a with a listin. of e1O1TPntS Is 

shown in Figuro O. 

Typical operation for the input situation is as 

follows: 

1. Upon the eocution of the input instruction, a 

character is placed into the buffer from the 

peripheral equipment. 

2. The buffer (4 or 6 bits) is then inserted into 

the A roistor recireulation line, and the char- 

actor enters the front of the re-;ister causing 

the contents of the register to Le shifted one 

character leni, th. 

This process is continued in a circular pattern until the 

number of characters, as indicated by the address portion 



Figure 9, Input-Output System Block Diagram 
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Flexowriter 
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1. Flip Flops (8) 

a. Input-Output Y Buffer -Y]. .. Y6 
b. Peripheral Eouipment Position Contro]. -Yp and Yt 

2, One Shots (7) 

Output G Buffer - Go .. Gb 
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of the input instruction, are placed into the A register. 

The limit is 8 hexadecimal or 6 alphabetic characters 

because the A re':ister is one word in length. The output 

oneration is the dual of the input process doscribed, with 

the addition of a second buffer consisting of seien one- 

shot circuits. This buffer supplies the required signals 

to the peripheral equipment. 

The alpha-numeric property and limited automatic 

decirral-binary conversion are two convenient character- 

istics of the input-output system. Decirr:al integer to 

binary inteior conversion (input), and binary fraction 

to decimal fraction conversion (output), are advantageous 

for many applications. This specific pattern is a result 

of the conversion requirements, where both involve a multi- 

plication by ten; therefore, use the same logic. There aro 

ten input-output orders which make this system flexible and 

comparatively easy to use e.cept for the alpha or flex con- 

trol input-output, which is cumbersome in character code 

identification. 

The Input-output system is serial in system operation, 

with the exception of parallel transfer into buffers. A 

slLht concurrent mode of systems operation may be achieved 

as previously discussed. The input-output operations are 

considered serial because the control unit and A register 

are directly concerned. Since the peripheral equipment is 

basically mechanical, its speed is slow compared to the 
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electronic nortion. of the machine. This equipment cirasti- 

cally limits computer operation if a large quantity of 

information is rrossec, becue the machIne must wait In 

an d1e state while the peripheral equipment performs its 

functions. ConsierInp, the III-, the major methods that 

could be employed to eliminate this condition are: the 

lise of east operatinp; peripheral equipment, arid the adop- 

tion of the concurrent node of systems operation. with 

coneurrent operition, the computer could then s1ju1tane- 

ouslv utilize the other systens while the inp't-output 

s7stei Is activated, eliminatin?: the wasted Idle periods. 

' efficiency, a buffer that has the mintmu lenth of 

one word would be required. The only other additions are 

in the repion of control, and they would not he too corn- 

1e' in nature, since the ITT does not have the concur- 

rent riode in re'ards to input-outnut, lt is input-output 

burdened, causinp; its efficiency and capabilIties to be 

restly reducer 

Control System 

The control systeri Is the most diversified of the 

machIne's four systems. It consists of the control unit, 

a one-word recirculatinC register, reference timing, period 

sequencing, and individuol instruction execution control. 

The block diagram of the system and a listing of Its prin- 

ciple elements are shown in Figure 10. 



Figure 10. Control System Block Diagram 
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Fi,ure lo - Continued 

List of Circuit lements 

1. Flip Flops (70) 
a. Sync1rcnous and Reference Tïmin (l2 

Fb, F, Fi, F2, F3, F4, F5, Po, P1, P32, P33, Vo 
h. Word Location (6) 

9r, Qs, Va, Vw, Vr, Vs 
c. Perioc Indication (E) 

Øo...Ø7 
cl. Operation Coìtrol (Tlminp; anì Alarms) (15) 

Uc*, Ue, U1, Um, Ut*, Cr, Fr', }w', g, ÌIU, .4, 
F5, A2, :i, ? 

e. "B Box" arid Temporary hiçht Instruction ,tora1e 

(5) 
Eb, Ee, En, Er, Ue* 

f. i'laster Control Unit (24) 
S8, R]. ... Rb, Ti ... Tb 

2. Amplifiers (4) 
a. "n ox" and Instruct ion Temporary rtorae - Er 

ENv 

h. Synchronous Tirnlnb (clock) power amplifier and 
Reference Timing - Cd and Fr 

3. Drivers (9) 
a. Period Sequencing - Q3 arid Q4 
b. Operation Control (Timing and Alarms) 

Qi, Q2, Q6, Q7, M 
c. Control Buffer - and Fw' 

4. Relay Amplifiers and "Blocking Oscillator and Cathode 
ollower" (2) 

Eynehrorous Timing and ain Memory Write Timing - 

CA»1 and Selection Relay Tree Amplifiers - 

(io preamplifiers and 67 relay drivers) 

5. Blocking Oscillator (1) 

. 
11am emor:,r . rite Tirnln., - o 

* These elements are time shared between systems. 
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The control unit is composed of the , , and i regis- 

ters which are eight bits in lenp;th arid are constructed of 

flip flops. S contains the working storage address of t1 

next instruction to be executed; R and T hold the address 

and the order portion of the instruction that is currently 

being executed, S is automatically counted in a preset 

sequence before the execution of an irstruction. With a 

change of control command, the address in R is transferred 

in parallel into S, and the S sequence pattern is ContinUed 

from this now position. The type of address information in 

R has previously been reviewed, but the predominant nnpli- 

cation of h is for working storage address Identificetion 

of the information used in. the execution of the order that 

exists in T. 

An important function of the control system is the 

location of words in workini storage lines as indicated by 

the J. and S re:!isters. Each has a separate system for this 

purpose, which are identical in structure. The re;ister 

configuration is compared directly with the R line taç 

(from drum) arid when they are matched, the next word is the 

one souht, thus a physical word location on the drum sur- 

face is found (, p 55-60, p. 92-9S). Since this inspec- 

tion is continuous', a concurrent mode is attained. This 

operation has proven to e the most difÍ'icult In the ma- 

chine for comprehension because two different tynes of 
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sources are used in the comparison, a line from the drum 

and a flip flop rei8ter. 

ihe fj; re4ster confiuration is sent throuhout the 

machine to aid in activating the circuitry required for 

the order execution. This T confiuration is the prime 

factor of control, while the and S configurations have 

specific minor activities. Ihe various T configurations 

that are present in the machine structure account for a 

large bulk of it 1oic, for the majority of the equations 

wiiich describe t'no systems structure, contain T terms. 

These control ' terms aro usually satisfied by a roup of 

complete T roister configurations 1eadin to multi-In- 

struction usare of many major 1oical gates. Since the 

outputs of the T flip flops are applied to numerous hatos, 

they tend to be over-loaded. This situation has been 

remedied by placin two tubes in parallel in some of the 

L1 flip flops. The I address Information may also be used 

for order control; however, this is not the normal situa- 

tIon. Thus, the T roister, which contains the order 

configuration, extends into everj portion of each system 

and diroctlr ;uides the computer's operation. 

re,ister Is counted to indicate a left half 

word, then the right half of the same word, and then the 

left hail of a word which is located four words later, etc. 

This pattern was adopted in order to automatIcally reduce 

the tine Involved in locatin instructions that are to be 
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placed trttö the control unit. Its puros; IS fulfilled; 

however, the odd countiri . 
; 
sequence results occasionally in 

an undesired distribution of dati in a workinr stora:o 

which contains a mixture of data and instructions. The 

disadvantao o. referring to every fourth word eould be 

o1ininated if S counted by i instead of 4, and also by 

rearran.in' the workim; storage word identification in the 

F line, which is recorded on the drum. In the F line, 

consecutive address taps would be placed in every fourth 

word location, causing consecutively addressed working 

stora.;e words to he physically located in every fourth 
word position on the drum. itb this structure, irìstruc- 

tions aro -ositioned in consecutive workir storaíe words 

and the advantage of automatic reduction of look-up time 

still retained. However, a programming ;uide rule would 

he necessary to deteriino which working storaçe words, 

that are to he used in instruction execution, have nini- 

mum access t!me. With the Í2resent arrari.ement, viorkin 

storage word locations that aro optimum, or have no look- 

up time, are easily found by the programmer. This modifi- 

cation would then involve the recordin; of a new F line 

track on the drum, and the changin, of the S countin 

1o.ic. Instruction words would follow consecutively 

instead of jumping to every fourth word, hut a hand 1uide 

has to he provided for the programmer in order to deter- 

mine optimum workin storage addresses. 
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A machine cycle consists of a look-up-load and execu- 

tion phase. The instruction to be performed, as Indicated 

by S, is located and loaded into Ix and T from working star- 

age, or Íron the right half of the i: reister. When a left 

half word Instruction is taken from workin: stora:e, the 

next instruction. which is normally located In the riFht 

portion of the same word, Is placed Into tho right half 

of . S is counted at the termination of the look-up and 

load phase. The order in T is executed using the refer- 

ence information in E. While this is taking place, the 

next instruction as indicated by S, is beIn located in 

working; storae. It may already exist in E, however the 

workIn; storage location is stili performed alth.ouLh lt is 

meaningless and does not have to be completed. 

The III-E is desined to automatically operate at 

maximum efficiency with instructions that take one-word- 

time or a multiple of 16 word-times for execution. lnce 

many instructions do not directly fit into this cateory 

or the working; storage information word that is required 

may not be Immediately available, extendin execution 

tIme, the machine can not perform at full efficiency. 

However, the normal sequence pattern does help to increase 

efficiency independent of the type of instruction being 

performed. This is possible because two Instructions are 

taken from workIn. stora(e as a result of the location of 

a left half-word instruction. The left instruction is 
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placed into the control unit, and the riht instruction is 

stored in the right half of the F reFister. The right 

instruction is imrediately ava1ahle for loadin, into R 

and T after the left instruction has been executed. Lffec- 

tively, every other instruction is taken from E with no 

loeRtiori delay involved. The loading and execution of the 

"twc instruction word!, which contains instructions that 

are each executed in one-word-time, takes a total of four- 

word-times. Hence, consecutive II\T0 instruction words are 

placed in everv fourth word in working; storage to eliminate 

instruction location time. As stated previously, this 

tzfourth 7or1' structure is not effective in many instances. 

that have been provided for reducing the 

location time for instructions aro: 

i. :ormt a work1n3 stora;e line into two id-word 

portions. 

2. -ickthR up to instructions from workin..: stora;e 

in a sinle iook-up" operation. 

3. Having every other instruction immediately avail- 

aUe in the re'ister. 

4. Adopt1n a seouenco involvin every fourth word 

in working stora:e to take advantaue of irstruc- 

tiens that arr completed in one-word-time or a 

multirle of 16-word-times. 

1herì an instruction requires the use of a working storage 

word, there are 6 of the 128 words that are immediately 
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available during the word time following the loading proc- 

cs: or are opti!um. lt la difficult and usually irrtpracti- 

cal to utilize them. Therefore, many irìstructiors that may 

be períormec In one-word-tiire have their execution timo 

extended because of the use of non-optimum addresses. The 

location tine of the next workin: storae instruction is 

also increa8ed. since the working storage has a split 

construction, averae delay in word location is eight- 

word-tImes. it is impossible to take complete advantage 

of the normal seauence pattern; however, for efficiency, 

important subroutines are constructed to apply optimum 

words when feasible. It has been found that those sub- 

routines are a Treat asset because of their constrnt use, 

where one may be performo thousands of tines in the 

execution of a sinle proram. 

The right half of the . register is used for instruc- 

tiori storage and the left half is principally involved in 

address modification or is a 'B Dcx". Thile each instruc 

tion is loaded into the control unit, the contents of the 

"B Box" is subtracted from the address portion of the 

instruction, thus, the address is mouified. The modified 

and unmodified addresses are placed into the control unit 

during each loadin process. The desired address, as deter- 

mined by the odd or even state of the order portion of the 

instruction, is held and the other is destroyed. The 

III-E was one of the first commercial machines to 
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Incorporate a "13 1Eox" as a part of its bs1c control sys- 

tern. It ws adod to the machine when it advanced from 

the III to the III-E. Excellent work was performei in 

this task, for the "B Box" was effectively fitted into 

the oxitin; structure' The utilization of the remainin 

portion of the E rec;iste? as a temporar.r storae for ri;ht- 

half word instruct iOflS was als o an outstand ink.; achievement, 

and took place in this sase transition period. 

The hsie timing is derived from the clock line which 

iS permanontlr recorded on the drum. It Is frequency di- 

vided to form five othor t1min pulso lines, which with the 

clock, marc a word, )a1f-word, quarter-word, two-bit po- 

nod, an a single bit . Four spcial timing lines that are 

derived from the six lines doscrihod above and the line 

identify the ist, 2nd, 33rd, and 34th bit of each word. 

The F line contains s tiìing pulse for evorr eighth bit of 

a word and also address identIfication confi;.urations for 

the 32 words in a cbannel. ï1'e clock line, F line, and the 

subsequent pulse lines are used for synchronous timing in 

reards to a sinle reference. The L line provides this 

reference with its individual word address identification 
tags. The basic timin; of the machine is dependent upon 

the mechanical drum because the electronic circuit opera- 

tiori is a slave of the clock and F lino. Thus, the drum 

and the electronic portions of the machine are tightly 

locked togethr to form an effective, sinle unit. 
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Machine operation is divided into eight possible po- 

nods. i'he first is for instruction iook-up ana loading; 

the second for an inspection period used to halt the machine 

i_f ari alarm or operator's stop condition exists, and the 

last six are involved in instruction execution. The rna- 

chino sequences consecutively through the periods. The 

length of time required and coniplexity of an instruction 

will determine its specific terriination period. This multi- 

step operation is advantag;eus, for in desin various ac- 

tivities are easior to isolate for control and elements can 

be tire shared more readily since their separate functions 

may be restricted to specific control periods. Also, the 

causes of machine breakdown can be located with loss effort 

by noting the period in which the machine may have stalled. 

!ost machines employ a three-period structure, hut multi- 

phase operation has proven worthwhile for the III-E. Three 

flip flops can indicate eight periods; however, eight indi- 

vidual units are used. This construction prevents over- 

loadin of the flip flops concerned because the quantity of 

lop3c needed to specify single period or 
: roups of peri- 

ods i reduced. Also, with eight elements, the machine 

structure is simplified since one element is used for a 

single period indication. 

Instruction execution control concerns various timin; 

functions needic1 in the operation of particular instruct ier. 

Instruction internal control is considered a portion of the 
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system in which the activ±t takes niace. It is difficult 

to separate these two roups; however, when ;enerl tiniing 

is involved, the control system has charge. The elements 

in this group are usually fitte1 into the "time shared" 

class, for their functions are restricted to one or more 

groups of similar instructions. 

The control system is serial in systems operation, for 

only one instruction may be executed in e single cycle of 

machine operation. In order to enter the concurrent mode, 

each system must be provided with a separato control unit. 

To achieve this type of structure, many system position 

indicators are necessary in order that the major control 

unit can effectively direct all activity. This advanced 

type of operation could be approached in many sections of 

the present structure. Independent input-output has been 

considered. Concurrent preselect of a main memory channel 

and concurrent transfer of a block of information between 

memory and working storage are practical considerations. 

Minor improvemnts, as complimenting; the result of sub- 
traction during the instruction "look-up and loading phase" 

inìstead of uain; moro time in the instruction execution 

periods, are also possible. The continuous process of 

wcrkin storage word location and address modification 

while loadin.; an instruction into the control unit are two 

examples of concurrent operation that presently exist in 

the control system. It is seen that parallel structure, 
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when economically feasible, leads to a hiher derre of 

achievement in digital computer desi;n. 

There are ten orders that deal directly with this 

system and are in the area of change in control. These 

orders are used to make decisions within the program, 

dependent upon variable information that is generated 

internally or by fixed information that has been preset, 

such as a nurneic constant or a control panel switch 

position. The valuable "P Boxt' order is in this group 

and is effective in automatically determinin a desired 

sequence of aduresses, and Sor program looping. As in all 

cf the systems of the III-F, the large group of orders o- 

vided, aids the programmer to be efficient in regards to 

program formatibn and operation. 

MODIFICATIOi OF THE LWAC III-E 1)IGITAL 
COMPUTER AT OREGON STATE COLLEGE 

Application of the ALWAC III-E 

The activities of the Oregon State College Digital 

Computer Laboratory, which is located within the Department 

of Nathematics is centered around the ALAC ili- serial 

number 20. Principle applications are in the area of' edu- 

cation and scientific computation. An underraduate course 

in computer coding uses the computer for aproximately 20 

hours a week for laboratory periods, where the students 

have direct contact with the machine under the uidence of 
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an instructor. Approximately five to ten graduate rnathe- 

maties students and other personnel from th I1athtrnatics 

Derartrnent ise the computer in varions phes of' their 

work. Many individuals from other departments on campus, 

as Chemical Eng1neerin and oiis, process data, develop 

programs, and use program systems that are available in 

the proram library. An algebraic compiler which was com- 

pleted recently (Mas 1959), is very popular because of its 

simplicity in programming, hut its utilIzation is restricc3 

to the region of recurring formula evaluation. ince its 
installation in Tarch of 1957, th3 machine has averaged 

over 12 hours dai1 running time. 

içeneral, a multitude of prorerns of various len:ths 

are constantly being written, but oniir a few have been em- 

ployed on a procuction operation basis. These exceptions 

are practical subroutines and major proram systems as 

Statistical Correlation, Linear Programming, Fusiness 

Cames, etc. rost programs use floating point arithmetic 

with its many subroutines. Since these subroutines have 

frequent application, optimum pro,ranimIng techniques are 

emp1oyei in their construction to increase operation speed. 

Thus, besides the coding laboratory periods, the machine 

is normally occupied by the time consuming and difficult 

task of program development with limited production opera- 

tion of the programs already in existence. It should be 

noted that problems exist In various departments on the 
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Oregon State College campus which are not practical for 

application of the III-} because of its relatively slow 

speed. 

Purpose of Vork Performed 

The development of a program involves the following 

steps: 

1. I)etermine the exact procedure to he used in ob- 

taming the desired solution of the problem to 

be programmed. 

2. Know how to program at the minir;!um level required 

for the particular task. 

3. erive a complete detailed flow diagram in block 

form of the entire project. 

4. Code the program loosely in block form directly 

from the flow chart. 

5. Check each block singularly for proper operation 

on the machine (debugging). 

6. Tie the blocks together to form the complete 

program, test its performance, and then. proceed 

(as time allows) to tighten the structure for 

efficient operation. 

Items 4, 5, and 6, deal directly with the machine and are 

the major points considered in this work. Convenient 

orders added to the order codo give the programmer more 

useful tools, reducing the timo and labor in programming. 
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Item 5 concerns "debugc;ing", which Is performed to some 

extent ori the machine. 'Debu,ing aids" in the form of 

niaua1 brea points" provide the pror;rammer with a larger 

degree of direct machine control, eliminating many awkward 

procedures. Proram efficiency is increased by adding 

orders that perform functions which previously would take 

rouns of orders, and also by improving the performance of 

existing operetions. 

The specific goals of this analysis are: 

1. Teduction of labor and ttme of' programming by 

placing new, useful orders into the machine's 

structure. 

2. .rovide "debugging aids" which reduce the ma- 

chine time needed for this purpose. 

3. improve the efficiency of program operation, 

especially subroutines, through the addition of 

orders that perform the present duties of groups 

of orders, and by improving the performance of 

e:isting Í'urictions. 

it is seen that most new orders will fulfill the objec- 

tives of items i and . 

C-eneral Procedure 

The mechanics of the work outlined involved the foi- 

lowing:: a detailer analysis of ali phases of the present 

physical structure, the reviewing of the existing order 
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code, the formiri of new orders and other Items that are 

useful for the programmer and aro efficient in renards to 

machine operation, anc the p1acin of the modifications 

developed Into the machine' s structure. This project ws 

terminated when the idle elements available within the 

logic cabinet were completely utilized in the construction 
of the modifications. 

In order to prepare for the final sta;es of this work, 

a thorouh detailed study was conducted in roards to the 

machinevs applications, order code, systems structure, and 

circuitry. Gther computers, as the kloctrodata Datatrori 

205, and 1)endix U-15, were also investigated in many of 

these aspects. lthrough this knowlede and the information 

obtained from consultation with the advanced programmers of 

the computing laboratory, specific items were formulated 

and placed into the machine. They were tested for useful- 

ness and electronic reliability durinF an evaluation peri- 

od, and from the information gathered adjustments were 

made when necessary. The difficult phase of this work con- 

cerned the selection of the specific modifications that 

were most beneficial from the large number considered. A 

detailed knowledge of the machine and practical programming 

experience were the major assets used in making the deci- 

sions. The final group was çhosen for their usefulness and 

ease of construction. The logic representation and the 
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installation of the particular items were seconaary, for 

the know1ode required resited froi the physical systems 

analysis perrormed. 

Each moufication of the order code had to ta:e form 

as an addition, rather than a change. if this rule was not 

maintained, existin; prorams would not be able to be por- 

formed. Confusion always resulted when new orders wore 

used before the acceptance procedure was completed, for 

some items were changed or eliminated in the evaluation 

pe:iod. Thus, the programs that contained them would not 

operate properly. 

Lo(ic Structure of lodifications 

'the logic equation is the notation used in the descri.- 

tien of the machine; hence it was tne principal method 
employed to express the detailed form of the various modi- 

fications. rfìhe equations derived for each item indicates 

the quantity and type of elements needed and the labor 

involved in its construction. As previously 8tated, the 

number of elements required ano the ease of installation 

wore important factors in determining; which items of the 

;roup considered were finally selected. Therefore, each 

was investigated thorouhly in these respects. 

Before a specific item was chosen, its i;eneral logic 

formation was closely reviewed. After an acceptance, the 

_n item is a modification from the roup developed. 
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detailed equations were developed. The steps involved in 

this task are the same foi most types of items. Lri forming 

the equations, logic blocks already existing in the machine 

were employed when possible In order to reduce the number 

of new elements required. In many instances, the logic 

structure and item functions were altered from the most 

desired form to take advanta:e of the machine's present 

loic. ;ound electronic construction also dictated a 

structura wt-iich would cause deviations from the initial 
logic formation. The physical placement of the loIc cir- 

cuits in the computer was arranged tc use a minimum wire 

length to <eep stray capacitance small in value. The 

optimum distribution of elements ana of wire length was 

difficult to achieve, because the entire group of modi- 

fications were developed over a four-month period, and the 

in:;tallation was carried on continuously. At all times the 

penora1 pattern of the modifications was known; however, 

chan.: os which would cause revisions of the overall plan 

would occur as the work pro'rcssocI. lt was Impractical to 

keep revising Installed modifications; therefore, an ideal 

utilization of elements and wire distribution was not 

attained, but there was sliht waste. 

There was no specific investi;ation for redundant 

logic because the tiue which would be required did not 

justify the end results; hut small groups of redundant 

logic were located in connection with other work. The 
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reiioval of this lc,:le provid more e1emerit for the modi- 

fieatioris. The functions of two flip flops were icoroo- 
rated with those of e third flip flop, releasing thou for 

other purposes. This "tlìie sharing" change was performed 

because two flip flop elements were needed for a modifica- 

tion and none were avaIlable, Table VI &-ow a tabulation 

of the elements involved in. th total ,rour. of rnodifica-- 

tioris. It should be stressed that efficient use of these 

elements was a prime consid6raticn because there were more 

items to he installed than were possible with the number 

of elements on hand. Howevor, with careful planniruz and 

the redundant lo;ic found, thc situation wes relieved. 

T1ie code for a new order was chosen from the idle group 

of order codes which are shown In Table VII. The function 

of the prospective order, its similarity with an C.xistinr. 

group, and the present operation of the sulteble open codes 

were the major factors which determined the final selec- 

tiori. From the description of the present operation of a 

code, the extent of the logic required to bring; It to the 

thsired "no operation" state is easily determined. Thus, 

available "no operation' codes or once vith trivial fune- 

tions are more convenient because no or minor 1oic is 

needed to eliminate the existin; erratic operation. Py 

careful selection the new orders wore placed in similar 

groups, and the lo..4c required wa as minimal in form as 

feasible. 
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TABLE VI. LIST OF ELEMENTS USED 
IN CONJIJNCTION WITF THE 1iODIFICATIONS 

I)iodes available in main rack (prior to 
October 1'ö) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 95 

Diodes release. . ....... . . 24 

Diodes used in main rack .......... . 119 

Diodes used outside of the main rack . 16 

Input circuits released . . . . . . i 
Inputcircuitsused ....... . 27 

Flip }lop circuits released .......... 2 

blip Flop circuits used ............ 2 

Note: i1 elements concerned wero located in the 1o&ic 
cabinet. 



TABLE VII. IDLE ORDER CODES THAT EXISTET) 
BEFORE THE MODIFICATIONS WERE DEVELOPED 

Order Functions 

OC) ..... Yo operation. 
06 ..... Io operation. 
08 into B and bits O to 16 are made zeros 

E into D and bits O to 16 are made zeroes (D), 
and -zero into E. 

2A ..... -zero into A and D. 
30 ..... Complement ¿. 
47 ..... B U W into B. 

43 A into and -zero into D. 
5D I) U W into D. 
5F ..... same a8 51). 

6F A into VC, W into A, and -zero into D. 
73 ..... Same as 71. 
77 Same as except -zero or ali ones into L. 
7B ..... w into and -zero into T). 

rID . Same as 6D*. 
7 . . . . Same as 6F*. 
AC) Stop, +zero into A, -zero into P, and all ones 

A) ..... Same as ßD* except 1 will count down. 
AF ..... Same as BF* except F will count down. 
Bi ..... Same as B5* except -zero into F. 
B3 ..... Stop, -zero into A, zero into B. 
B'7 top and -zero into A. 
Bg Stop, ero into A, Zero into D. 
09 ... z n if absolute value of A is equal or greater 

than the absolute value of D. 
CB ... Same as C9. 
CD ..... Same as C9. 
CF ...... same as CU. 
Dl ....... stop. 
D3 ..... Stop. 
D9 ...... Stop. 
DB... .. Stop. 
FB ...... ;ame as F9*. 
FD ..... Same as DD* except the first four bits of A are 

made zero (siC)n of A is not changed). 
FF ..... Same as :F* except the first four bits of A are 

made zero (si. n of A is not changed). 

* These orders are normal types and are listed in Table IV. 
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The logic for a modification generally consisted of 

the principle operation and controi sequencing equations. 

The principie equations contain the T order conÍ'i-uration, 

the order execution period or periods indication, the cer- 

tion mechanics terms, and if necessary, word portion or 

other timing. The senuenco equations are composed of the 

T configuration, order execution period, and work timin.. 

Occrsionaiiy more timing terms or equations were necessary, 

btit usually the timing provided by the execution period 

specified and the sequencin; equations were sufficient. 

For most items, the total loic formed consisted of new 

equations and chanes in cno or more of the machine's 

existinj equations. 

Two important considerations in many moJiíications 

aree resister recirculation for the T order configura- 

tion, an the iookuptT of the newt instruction. When a 

new code is used the recirculatiori of the four re4sters 

must be checked. If ft is not normal in one or more re«,- 

isters, logic must be added to correct the situations, 

unless the non-rocirculation is of no consequence. By 

referring to a register recirculation chart, the status 

of the register for a code is seen, and if required, loFdc 

can easily be formed to cause recirculation, or deleted to 

stop it. The register charts which held true at the start 

of this prcject are shown in the appendix. 
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If a cmmand is terminated during a word yeriod, other 

than the ist, 33rd, or 34th bit, the next instruction loca- 

tion process which is in an active state, must be halted. 

In this situation it is possible that the loading of an 

instruction would start immediately, resulting in erroneous 

information transfer because the timing is not correct. 

Thus, the "look-up" process must be reset if ari order is 

terminated within a word ime. 

After the logic equations were formed in the III- 

standard structure to use the minimum number of elements 

and wire length, the modification was installed. Installa- 

tion time is dependent upon the number of connections to be 

made, where each takes from 10 to 15 mInutes to complete. 

Reliability was evaluated y checking the installed items 

under marginal conditions. The machine's D.C. voltages 

were varied within the accepted 1irits (3, p. 167-171) and 

its operation observed. If lt was not satisfactory, errors 

were )enerally caused by large time constants which would 

not allow circuits to charge sufficiently in the time al- 

lotted. This situation is located by viewing the active 

piiss with an oscilloscope. 1esistors are then placed in 

the gating circuits to decrease the time constants. In 

most instances the operation of an item was satisfactory 

with normal circuit construction and adjustments were not 

needed. 



Lodificatiorìs Performeu 

Phis section contaiis information concerning the ¿iroup 

of modifications that have been performed on the ALWAC 

III_F: digital computer located at Oregon State Co1iee. 

The items discussed have been completed by October 1, 1959. 

Five categories are outlined. They contaIn 25 items com- 

posed of 12 new orders, 5 improvements of existIng opera- 

tions, 3 manual machine control aids, and 5 items concerning 

"time sharing" of flip flop functions and redundant logic. 

Thch is described; the logic and number of elements in- 

volved are presented. 

I. IMPROVEMNT OF EXISTING OPERATIONS 

A. Code Delete 

A code delete configuration would occasionally be 

read by the tapo reader if the address portion of the input 

instruction contained a zero or an "8" in the least siruif- 

leant position. This malfunction was caused by an error in 

the code delete logic. Vo was taken out of the following 

term, which resulted in proper operation of the code delete 

function. Vo is a control timing term and has no connec- 

tion with the code delete operation, hence it should not 

have been placed in the logic shown. 

LO !i C 

Q3 (TBT7T6T5T3' )Ø7Y1Y2Y'Y4Y5'Y6Vo 
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1ements - Release i diode 

13. Fast Char:ie1 Transfer (!iemory to orkin storage) 

One drum revolution was eliminated from all chan- 

nel transfers that copv from memory to workin storage. 

Previously during this operation the information from mom- 

ory would be written into a working storage for two con- 

secutive drum revolutions. The second revolution was ehm- 

mated because it served no known purpose; however, by this 

action the time given for the memory selection relays to 

set was shortened. This modification reduced the total 

exccution time from an averahe of 6 milliseconds to 78 

milliseconds, a decrease percent. Since the 

channel transfer is time consuming considering other opera- 

tions, the increased efficiency obt'ined could have a no- 

ticeublo effect ori total program speed. 

The amount of error detection in channel transfers as 

indicated by alarm no. i was unchanged. it was determined 

that many errors are caused by the selection relays not 

relaxing in the time allotted after hein set to a config- 

uration. This erratic operation was pronounced in onl; a 

few of the 256 memory configurations. From the testing 

patterns used, where the time given for relaxation was 

varied by 35 milliseconds (2 drum revolutions), it was 

found that the contact chatter needed more time to be sdb- 

dued than originally was provided; therefore, the reduction 
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of time had negligible effect on the existin. chattering 

configurations. Since no new configurations were produced 

by reducing the tine allowed for relay relaxation, the 

over-all reliability of the channel transfer was not af- 

fected. Also, by tuning the "memory read" system, the 

normal chatterin&; configurations can be eliminated, thus 

relaxation time is not the only factor involved. 

1. Change Q7 = 2T4'(ö+Ø6) 

to Q7 Q2Ø5T4' 

. Change Q3 (A2tUtQ2F5F2!Fl)Ø6T4t 

to Q3 = c.2Ø6T4' 

Elements - Felease i diode 

C. Input Following Output 

If an input instruction was placed directly after 

an output instruction, the last output would be taken as 

the first input. There was not enough time allowed between 

these instructions to permit the flexowriter to assume the 

required relaxed position. This problem was usually ta1en 

care of by programming a delay before the input instructicn. 

ince this is an undesirable feature, the following logic 

has been added to create a 150 millisecond delay when de- 

sired, through the uso of a "one shot" circuit. The delay 

is obtained by adding "2" t; the left digit of the address 

of any output instruction. The form adopted for the 
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reco:,nition of this delay was dictated by the existing 

input command structures. 

Example: F502 - 2 hex characters out - No delay 

F522 - 2 hex characters out with 150 muli- 

secord delay 

Logic 

Add - Go = (TLT7T5T3)(Q4c)Ø76 

Elements - 4 diodes 

i. stop Switch With An Optional "Jump" (iw) 

?}ie normal-start switch which controls the 1ÒW 

instruction (stop or change control) was changed to a three 

positional switch. The third a "no 

operation" function. The switch's function is now equiva- 

lent to a "jump switch" with an optional stop. A third 

"jump switch" (2 already exis) is desired; however, the 

optional stop makes it more valuable because of the added 

ease of external program control. 

Loic 

v is the third position of the formal-Stop Switch 

(15 volts) 

Add - Q = (T8'T7'T6'T5)(T4T3')(Ø2P33)s 

Elements - 4 diodes and 1 Federal type switch 



II. "TIME E;HARThG" 0F FLIP FLOP FUNCTIONS AND REDUNDANT 
LOGIC 

A. Combine 0g Function Into Xl Flip Flop 

The "one step" logic for Cg was Incorporated into 

the lo,ic of the Xl flip flop. Hence, Xl is ised for erior 

detection in channel transfers, its previous function, and 

also to perform the "one step" operation. The W,f lip flop 

is now available for new duties. 

Logic 

1. L?isconnect 0g loic 

2. Change Xl P33C 

to Xl Ø6(Q,3C)P 

3 Add Ø7 to all terms in Xl' logic 

4. Add T1' = Q,4C 

rierients - Eeleûse 2 diodes, i input circuit and i flip flop 

B. Elimination of Y Flip Flop 

The functions of the Y flip flop were combined 

with thoso of Y., thus was made available for other ac- 

tivitles. The following changes occurred in the machine's 

command structure as a result of this modification. 

92 - Punch 9 - No operation 
9b - Type 9F - No operation 

The loss of the former operations of the 99 and 9F commands 

are not considered important since tey can he duplicated 

by adjusting the switches on the f iexowriter. 
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Logic 

J. Replace Y1' output line by Yt output 

2. Disconnect an Y.' logic 

3. Connect P3' to the terms ui and t' that con- 

taIn a T configuration 

::1ernents - Release 2 diodes and i flip flop 

C. Hedundant Logic 

tJ following is a list of' logic that was found to 

be unnecessary. Since no specific investigation was per- 

formed in this area, th3 logic shown below was lecatec1 in 

connection with other work. The elements released wore 

used in the construction of modifications. 

1. Ad (T8T7T5Ø6FOAn)T6' 

This term is elimirated by T6'An. Also, the tim- 

ing of the above term is in error, making it unnecessary. 

lements - helease 3 diodes 

2. 3d (T8'T7)T5I 

(T3'T7T6)Jì and (T8'T6'T5)r3n Cause the above 

term to be redundant. 

kiements - Iolease b diodes 

Dd = (TùT7T5')(Ø2Vw)T2'Dn 

T2''nÇéo' eliminates the need for the Dd term 

shown. 

lemerits -1eleae b diodes 
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III. ?ANUAL MACHINT OPERATION AIDS 

A. (;omnand Breakpoint 

11he machine is stopped in the inspection period 

before executing a channel transfer (8X) order if the BX 
switch, which is located on the breakpoint box (Fin. lb) is 

placed to the "on" oosition. This item has proven valuable 

for program debugging, maintenance, and general manual ma- 

chine control. 

A similar item was installed for change of control or 

ump orders (lx). It was made obsolete by the address 

breakpoint modification which is described below, thus it 

was removed. 

LoLic 

LX indicates the breakreint switch oositlon (+15 

volts) 

Add - M = (TL;T7'T6')T5'Ø18X 
flements - 5 diodes 

B. Address BreaLpoint 

The achirLe may be stopped before executinp the 

instruction located in the workin'; stor'sr':e word address 

(rir;ht or left) that has been naced into the breakpoint 

box (Fir . lb) . The box, which is naced near the control 

ranel, contains eight switches used for the desired address, 

and a ninth switch that controls the execution of the 
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breakpoint operation. these switches are read in the sa 

pattern as the re,ister position lights located oi:i the con- 

trol panel. This manual method of breakpoint has provenì to 

be versatile and useful in manual machine control, espe- 

cially in program debuing. The address breakpoint is 

undoubtedly the most popular modification of the group 

developed. 

Logically only 11 diodes are necessary for this item. 

Lo'ever, noise was developed in the cable used to ttremoteft 

this operation, therefore the number of diodes required is 

increased to 19, and they must be placed at the "logic cab- 

met11 en of the cable. The large reverse resistance of 

the diodes effectively incretses the cable's tiie constant, 
preventing noise formation. 

Logic 

- True position of an address switch 

EI' - ialse position of an address switch 

BP - Breakpoint operational switch (+lb volts) 

Add A4 (S1E1 f SltElt)(S2E2 + 2'E2') 
.... (SBE8 + S8 'E8' )Øiiw 

Elements - 17 diodes (16 not in logic rack) 

C. Subroutine Protection 

ixty-throe main memory channels (01 through 3F) 

are used to store subroutines. In order to record informa- 

tien in any of these channels, alarm switch 1 must be 
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placed in the 're$tore" position. since ti-lis switch is 

normally in anOther position, subroutines will riot acci- 

dentally be destroyed. The input ecuipment is slow in op- 

eration, therefore the rep1acin, of subroutInes In memory 

Is time consunIn; and hothersome. This protection has 

proven to be nearly 100 percent effective, and is extremely 

valueble because a iarçe number of inexperienced people use 

the machine, 

LoGIc 

Change A2 (TOT'? 'T6'T5)T4(Rj 'R? 'RG 'F5'R4 'R3'R2'P1) 

(Øo 'C) Ø1' 

to A2 (T3T7'T6'T5)T4(R'R7')(R6h5R4R3R2fl1) 

(Øo ' fl ) Øi' 

lements - Release 2 dIodes 

IV. ORDERS WTTH NEW 0NCEPTS 

The following roup of orders are eonsLdered a valua- 

ble addition because they are extremelr useful and their 

concepts are new to the order structure. 

A. Count E Up and Compare Magnitude (16N) 

Tf ? is "on", the 

"off"', the instruction will 
1. Turn 7 on when the 

the address portIo 
2. Coun up by i ( 

machine will stop. If Z is 

be performed as shown: 

address portion (N) is equal to 

i of i) (z on If E-NO) 

HI-1) 
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3. There is no tejurnp witi2 this order is with the 

others in the 1Xc;roip. 

This instruction has been well received because of its 

counting ability. Previously, E could only count in a 

negative direction, thus the "B Box" is more versatile 

with this added function. The coiîparison of the ma:nitude 

of N and E gives this order ore depth and has proven use- 

ful. The loss of the modified l'7'V order has not been no- 

ticed. since it concerned a double' address modification 

process, lt ws never used. 

Logic 

1. Stop if Z is on 

Add - A4 (T8'T7'T6'T5T4'T5T2)Tl'(Ø1z) 

2. Z on if N - E = O 

Add - Z = (T8'T7'T6'T5T4'T3T2)T1'(hi'R2'R3'R4'R5' 

R6' )(R7'RB' )(Ø2c) 

3. o jump with l6 

Add Ti to the following terms 

Uk (T8'T7'T6'T5T4'T3T2)En'Ø2Uc ( + (T8'T7'TG' 

T5T4'T3T2)n (F4P33')(Ø20)Uct 

4. V+] 
a. Add 11l to the followin term 

Ua1 = (TitU7lT6IT5T4TT3T2)Ø2(EnC) 

b. Add - Ua' (T8'T7'T6'T5T4'T3T2)Ø2(En'C)Ti' 

Elements - 15 diodes and 2 input circuits 
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B. One Character Output (DFXX) 

One character as determined by the address portion 

of this instruction will Lo typed or punched. Numeric, 

alphabetic, flex control char9cters, etc. , may be used. 

The proramr!or is provided with a convenient instruction 

to employ In format control. No extra storage is needed 

for the character used as with the standard output instruc- 

tions, and the A register is not involved. The 150 milli- 

second progranmed de1ay! associated with output instruc- 
tions may be used. The six bit character configuration is 

identieRl to the existing codes, except the sixth bit is 

placed into the seventh bit position since the sixth bit 

is used to indicate the cutput delay. This order reduces 

the complexity of alpha output, therefore it is very useful 

in the coding course taught because the novice student may 

attain format control without having tc be introduced to 

the awkward alpha output order. 

Logic 

i = 1,2,.. .,5 
1. Add - i (TbT7T5)(T4T2)(Q3cØ6)Ri 

2. Add - Yb = (T8T7T5)(T4T2)(Q3cØ6)P7 

3. Chante the D.C. "or" gate in the Y flip flop 

loic as shown.: 

Change (T2'+T2P1') 

to (T2'+T4'F1') 
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:lements - 15 diodes and 6 input circuits 

C. 'F1a;;" Operations (D9XY, D1W, 1)3W, DEW) 

The two flip flops that wore formally G and Yp 

are used as rI}la1su, and a two bit counter. The flag con- 

cept is similar to the operations concernin; the Z flip 

flop excluding the "arithmetic" and tcornparison depend- 

ency. The two flags are available at all times, and may be 

used to isolate various levels in programming by actin as 

chan.e of control indicators. This function is performed 

by setting a flaf; to the flon" state (n9XY) arid t1en 

changing control (jumping) to a new position in the pro;ram 

(P1W, P3W), as determined by the fias position without 

affecting the state of the flag involved. Those are two 

individual operations, thus in a program, the jump may 

occur at any point desired. 

Initially, the 06 and 07 orders were installed to sot 

the flags, where 06 and 07 would reverse the states of 

flags ìl and 2, respectively. It was found through pro- 

gramming tests conducted during the evaluation period, that 

the reverse function of the orders were not sufficient for 

setting a flag to a desired stato, therefore the D9XY order 

was formed. By incorporating the reverse fla,s feature &ìd 

specific position selection into this order, the need of 

the 06 and 07 orders was eliminated and they were discard&. 
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3 stated previously, the f1as may be used as a 

cointer. The operation is patterned after the index reg- 

ister counting instruction (17W) . A configuration. is 
placed intothe counter (D9XY). Upon execution of the 

counting instruction (DBW) one is subtracted and a jump 

to takes place except when the result of the counting is 

'ero. maximum count of f ou' is obtainable, whIch may he 

conveniently used for program loop control, format control, 

etc. Since the flag and counting operations utilize the 

same flip flop units, they must be used independently of 

one another, in order to program both operations effec- 

tively, f lag configurations may have to be stored and 

restorec. rphese functions are performed by a group of 

instructions. 
The flag and counting operations have been widely 

accepted and have proven to be one of the most valuable 

i;röups of orders developed. Utilization of the same ele- 

i-ients for two different functions, through r!time sharing', 
increases the efficiency of the elements used. The count- 

ing order is very popular and has been placed into the 

'Start outine" as a format control for input-output of 

information. Another distinct feature of this group is 

the sharing of the functions of the set flag order (D9XY), 

by the counting order (DBW) and Tjumping by the f 1ag 

orders (D1W, D3W). 
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The orders involved in the flag, and countin, opera- 

tiors are reviewed below. 

1. D9XY - 8et Flags to desired tate. 

XY in the address portion of tbis instruction 

controls the states of the flags as follows: 

Y is i - Flag i is set to the ori state. 

X is i - Flag #2 is set to the on state. 

is 2 - Flag #1 is set to the off state. 

X is 2 - Flag #2 is set to the off state. 

Y is 3 - Flag #1 reverses state. 

X is 3 - Flag 42 reve'ses state. 

Y i8 O - Flag l is riot affected. 

X is O - Flag #2 is not affected. 

Thus, the prograrmner maY easIly set the flags to a 

desired position within his program. It should be noted 

that the address or R configuration is used for order con- 

trol, which is unusual, but convenient in this situation. 

Logic 

a. Add - Fgl (T8T7T5)(T6'T3)T4T2?(Ø2:)Rl 

b. Add - Fgl' (T8T7T5)(T6'T3')T4T2'(Ø2C)R2 + SC 

C. Add - Fg2 (T8T7T5)(T6'T3')T4T2'(Ø2)R5 

c3. Add - Fg2' (TBT7T5)(T6'T3')P4T2'(Ø2C)R6 Sc 

Note: The Q4 logic addition shown for the D]. arid D3 

instructions satisfy the need of the 1)9. The 

clear switch sets both flags to "off". 
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1ements - 12 diodes and 4 Input circuits 
2. D1W - jump to W If flaa l is on. 

- jump to W if flag #2 Is on. 

riThese instructions are controlled "jumpa. The 

state of the flags are not affected. 

Loic 

a. Add Q4 (T8T7T5)(T6'T3')Ø3 

b. Add (Dl) - Uk = (T8T7T5)T6'T4'T3'T2'(Ø2C)Fgl 

e. Add (D3) - Uk (T8T7T5)T6'T4'T3'T2(Ø2C)Fg2 

T;'lernents - 16 dIodes and 2 Input circuits 

3. DFW - Count Flags by -1 and jump to W except when 

the result of the count is zero. 

Logic 

a. Add - Fgl (TBT'7T6'T5T3')(T4T2')(Ø2C)Fgl' 

b. Add - Fgl' (T5T7T6'T5'r3')(T4T2')(Ø2c)Fgl 

e. Add - Fg2 = (T8T7T6IT5T3f)(T4T2t)(Ø2c)FglFg2I 

d. Add -F2' = (TBT7T6'TÖT3')(T4T2')(Ø2C)FglFg2' 

e. Add - Uk (T8T7T61T5T3T)(T4T2?)(02C)(FglI+Fg2) 

Elements - 17 diories and 5 input circuits 
Total number of elements used for counting and flag opera- 

tions - 45 diodes, 11 input circuits and 2 flip flops 

D. Count A by 1 (24, 26) 

The A register is made into a convenient counter 

by the addition of the 26 ( AI + 1) and 24 ( Al - 1) orders. 

since these orders may be doubled, t}eir usefulness is 
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increased. The machine now has a 2 bit counter (A reg- 

ister), a 16 bit counter (E register), and a 2 bit counter 

(Flags). A chango of control exists directly or indirectly 

with each counter increasirt their usefulness. Previously, 

the only counter available was the 16 bit "B Boxt' (E reg- 

ister), and it only counted in the negative direction. The 

machine is now more flexible and efficient with three sep- 

arte counters. 

Logic 

1. Add 2 to the following term 

Ua' (T8'T7'T(T5'T4')(Ø2)An' 

2. Add - Ua = (Tb'T'7'T6T5'T4')Ø2(Poc)T3 

3. Add - Us.' (T8'T7'T6T5'T4'Ø2)AnCT2' 

Elements - 7 diodes and 2 input circuits 

V. CONVENIENT ORDERS 

The following is a g:oup of new orders that have been 

added to the machine's structure because they are useful 

and relatively few elements wore needed for their construe- 

tion. 

A. Exchange B and T (45w) 

The addition of this order completes the b reg- 

ister sequence of orders concerning the workin storage 

(4l-45-5). The B register is now s convenient to use in 

this respect as the A register with its sequence of 
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(49-69-79) orders. The 45W has proven to be vsluable in 

increasiní the speed of "packed" subroutines. 

Logic 

1. Add - = (TT7)(Ø2Vw')$n 

2. Take T8 out of' the followincr terms: 

= (T8T7Ti'T5tT4)T3T2'BeC 

QF3' = (TST7T6'T5'T4')T3T2'Be'C 

= (TBT7T6'T5'T4')T3(Ø2vw) 

3. Add TU to the fol1owîn terris: 

Q8 (T8'T7T5')reC 

Q8' = (T8'T7T5')Ae'C 

1ements - 9 diodes 

fl. Absolute Addition between A and W (73W) 

The 73W instruction will perform an ah3olute ddi- 

tion between the A register and W. The 3i1;n of A is un- 

changed. This instruction uses the present lo4c of the 

u63W for the aduition involved. It does this by changing 

the 73 confi1,uration to a 63 after the sign of A has been 

preserved . This is an unique method of obtaining a new 

instruction with a minimum of components, and was possible 

because the 73 order code was previously not used. 

Lo g i c 

1. Add T2' to the following term: 

Ad = (TB 'T7T6T5T4'Ø2Vw)T3'WnDnP33' 

2. t'dd - Ad = (T8'T7TGT5T4'Ø2Vw)(ArìPo)T2 
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3. dci - P5' = (Tt3'T7T6T3T4'Ø2Vw)(POC)T2 

lements - B diodes and 1 input circuit 

C. 'Ton-pare Absolute Values of A and (5) 

Z will be turned on if the absolute valuo of A is 

not equal to the absolute value of . This order corn- 

pietes the sequence for comparing the absolute values of 

A and as shown below. 

¿ on if lAI -51W 

¿ on if Al > R.I -5lSi 0200 (2 instructions) 

Z on if I t I 

Loic 

1. hernove T2' from the following term: 

z = (T8T7m6TT5T4tu12tØ2vw)(Po?P33 )(An'C)WnT3' 

2. Add - Z (T8'T7T6'T5T4')Ø2Vw)(PO'P33')(AnC) 

Vn'T3'T2 

Elements - 3 diodes and i input circuIt 

D. B and D Registers (O8) 

The 08 order copies i) into B and the O1 exchaníes 

i) and B. These orders íVO the programmer a direct means 

of using the B and I) reisters toether. T111s action has 

helped to increase the speed of 'packed" subroutines, rota- 

bic, rtFloating Point Arithnietic", where a reduction of 

approximately 60 milliseconds (33 percent) was attained. 

The previous 08 and OA commands that were concerned with 
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the register were not used often, therefore their 1os is 

of no consequence. 

Loic 
1. Change Bd = (T8'T7')(T6'T5'T4)(T3'T2)Ø2EnF4 

to Ec1 (T8'T7')(T6'T5'T4)T3'Ø2Dn 

2. Change Dd (T8tT7)(T6T5t)(T4T3?)T2Ø2EnF4 

to T)d = (T81T71)(T6tT5t)(T4T31)T202i3n 

Elements - e1ease 2 diodes 

X. 11as Used as Optional Jump Switches 

Two switches wore installed near the control panel 

which permit the operator to manually control the states of 

the flags. Thus, the f1as mar be used as optional jump 

switches diving a total of five. Two neon indicators are 

also present to indicate the position of the flags to aid 

in machine control for debugging and other purpose. This 

feature ives the flags a third option in operstion. 

Elements * 4 input circuits 

CON CLUIONS 

The followin, is a list of conclusions that resulted 

from the work performed. 

1. Digital computers may be classified into four cate- 

gories: the business macbine or data processor, 

the universIty type for scientific computations, 
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the process control machine, and the eneral 
purpose ccmputer. 

2. The generol purpose machine may he subdivided 

Into the 1are and medium types. 

3. The operation of a machine is primarily serial or 

concurrent (parallel), or a combination of both. 

4. 1oatin point arithmetic is usually used for 

eientIfic computations. 

5. The ALWAC III-E is composed of four systems: 

memory, input-output, arithmetic, anc control. 

6. The basic theme of deain of the iIi-T is simplic- 

ity and economy. 

7. ince the input-output system is serial in nature, 

it is very inefficient. 
8. The memory systeiî is cumbersome to use and is slow 

in operstion because the main section of 8192 

words is not directly addressable, and a relay 

selection network Is used in the block transfer 
operat Ion. 

9. The 9B Box", continuous location of the words in 

worknç storage, and the temporary storaçe of 

every other instruction in a quick access reister, 

are the outstanding features of the control system. 

lo. The large and versatile ;roup of orders that corn- 

pose the order code help to reduce the labor of 
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prcgramming, and tond to make machine operation 

rrore efficient. 

11. 'rho lo4c equation notation used to describo the 

III-F structure is ver effective, 

12. The principle application of the III-' at the 

Oregon state L)iital Computer Laboratory Is for 

education, and program development. 

13. Programming labor was reduced by developing a 

rçroup of new convenient orders. 

14. "Debugging" time on th machine was decrease by 

the installation of manual "break point" opera- 

t ions. 

15. achine opêratioi: efficiency was Increased by 

addin new functions and improvin; existing ones. 

16. The tire involved in an installatIon of a modifi- 

cation can be approximated by the number of con- 

nections to be made, where each takes from 10 to 

15 mInutes to complete. 
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Additional Activities 

The aut}nor's association with the III-E may be divided 

into three phases. Irorn March 1957 to October 1958, main- 

tenance of the machine was the prime objective. To perf or: 

this function satisfactor with student 1ahor, preventa- 

tive and active maintenance procedures were developed. 

Since no technical manual coricernin?, the machine was avail- 

able, one was written by the author, and it has been used 

successfully as a training aid at the O..C. laboratory and 

other IIIT installations throughout the U.S.A., Canada, 

and i'urope. 

The investigation ai' the IIi-r arid the modifications 

developed, as described in this thesis, were performed 

from October 1958 to October 1959. The bulk of the work 

was achieved after June 1959. A National Science Founda- 

tion Grant for research in digital computer systems was 

received in July 1959, thus a portion of the work was 

supported by this grant. 

Starting in August 1959, arid extending to June 1960, 

a new project was undertaken. It is primarily concerned 

with increasing the efficiency of floating point arithnie- 

tic operation. Automatic operation of the arithmetic 

functions was found to be too expensive at this time, 

' The author wai a Senior in the School of Electrical 
nginoering at this time. 
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terfore another approach was taen. pecia1 modifica- 

tions (live items) were desihnod to increase the speed of 

the floating point arithmetic opt'rations a2 performed by 

a subroutine; and the prorarnming labor involved when 

using f1oatiri; point arithmetic was to be reduced. 

Through the five items formulated the operation time of 

all floating point arithmetic functions will be decreased 

approximately by a factor of 3.5. TI-'eir speeds will then 

be comparable to those of fixed point arithmetic opera- 

tions (shifting for scalin is included in fixed point 

tire). Pro,ramrning with floating point arithmetic will 

be simpler than that of the fixed point typo because 

scalini; Is not required and the need of the "key word", 

wMch supplies control information for the subroutine, has 

been eliminated. Three of the five items are also ex- 

tremely useful in all phases of proramming. An extension 

of the rack in the logic cabinet was constructed and con- 

teins the 21 plug-in boards that are needed for the modi- 

fications. The group formed is shown below. The first 

four )ave been successfully installed by January 1960. 

1. Addressable Registers - All one word registers 

are made addressable, resulting ir more efficient 

an. convenient operation because the use of the 

working storaç'e is decreased. 
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2. Floating Point Comparison of the í;;anítude of A 

and (713W)- Z is turned on if AI IW with a 

floating point word construction as follows: 

Pits i to 3 (characteristic), 'bits 9 to 32 

(fraction). 

3. Unpack and Itepack Ï»1oatin, l'oint Icurnhers (7L & 

7F)- The fraction and characteristic of a float- 

in point number constructed as shown in item two, 

are separated or combined in one word time. 

4. 1ar1 Place and Feturn to the !arked Flaco (9W & 

9F)- The 9DW instruction stores the address of 

the next instruction in normal sequence and 

"jumps" to . Upon the exec't ion of the 9F order, 

the next instruction is taken from the "Mark 

Place" address that has previously bean stored. 

These two orders have eli1nated the need for 

"key word&' in the operation of most subroutines. 

5. C Re;:ister - . new one word register will be 

omrloyed for quick access storage. Thus, four 

one word registers will be available and may be 

used together effectivelT with:ut referring to 

vorkin, storage because each is addressable. 

The activities of the immediate future include the 

completion of the fifth item listed, and the testim. and 

evalation of the entire group. Also, the dosin of a 
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merior preselect systeì which would make the main memory 

directly addressable in banks of 32 iS contemplated. 
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TAIJE VIII. B REGISTER RLCIRCULATION CHART 

0 1. 2 345 678 gAB C D E F 

0 8 8 78 78 8 8 78 78 0 

1 5 5 57 57 5 5 57 57 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 51 
2 8 8 78 78 28 28278278 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 62 
3 7 7 2 22727 6 6 6 6 6 6 63 
4 7 7 77 3 3 3333 3 34 
5 5 5 57 57 5 5 57 57 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 355 
6 4 4 47 47 4 4 47 47 346 346 346 346 346 346 346 346 6 

7 4 4 47 47 4 4 47 47 346 346 346 346 346 346 346 346 7 

8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 18 
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1. 1 1 1 1 1 19 
A 2 2 2 2 A 

B 2 2 2 2 B 

C 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 lO C 

D 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9D 

E E 

F 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9F 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B CD E i' 

Vertical column indicates the orders least significant digit. 

Horizontal column indicates the orders most significant digit. 

Recircu].ation Logic Terms Note: The recirculation chart 

1. T8T7'Tó' 
for the A register is not 

2. T7'T6T4'T3 
presented because only one 

3. T8'T7T4 
term (T6') is involved, 

4. T8'T7T6 
making it trivial. 

5. T8'T6'T5 
6. T8'T6T4 
7. T8'T4'T2 
8. T8TPT5'T4' 
9. T8T7T5 

10. T8T7T6'T' -J 
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TABLE LX. D REGISTER RECIRCULATION CHART 

o i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

o 237 237 23 23 123 123 123 123 7 7 157 157 15 15 0 
57 57 5 5 

i 237 237 23 23 123 123 123 123 7 7 8 8 157 157 15 15 1 

57 57 5 5 

2 237 237 23 23 123 123 123 123 7 7 157 157 15 15 2 

57 57 5 5 

3 237 237 23 23 123 123 123 123 7 7 157 157 15 15 3 
57 57 5 5 

4 37 37 3 3 137 137 13 13 7 7 17 17 1 1 4 

5 37 37 3 3 137 137 13 13 7 7 17 17 1 1 5 

6 37 37 3 3 137 137 13 13 7 7 17 17 1 1 6 

7 37 37 3 3 137 137 13 13 7 7 17 17 1 1 7 

8 267 267 26 26 256 256 256 256 67 67 6 6 567 567 56 56 8 

7 7 
9 267 267 26 26 256 256 256 256 67 67 6 6 567 567 56 9 

7 7 
A 27 27 2 2 257 257 25 25 7 7 57 57 5 5 A 

B 27 27 2 2 257 257 25 25 7 7 57 57 5 5 B 

C 79 79 9 9 79 79 9 9 79 79 9 9 79 79 9 9 C 

D 47 47 4 4 47 47 4 4 47 47 4 4 47 47 4 4 D 

E 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 E 

F 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 F 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

Vertical column indicates the orders least significant digit. 
Horizontal column indicates the orders most significant digit. 

Recirculation Logic Terms 

1. T8'T3 
2. T7'T4' 
3. T8'T4' 
4. T8T7T5 
5. T7'T3 
6. T8T7'T6' 
7. TV 
8. T8'T7'T6'T5T4T3'T2 
9. T8T7T6'TS' 
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TABLE X. E REGISTER RECIRCULATION CHART 

o i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A L C J) 

o 245 245 24 24 25 25 2 2 234 234 234 234 235 235 23 23 0 

5 5 

i 45 45 4 4 5 5 345 345 34 34 35 35 3 3 1 

2 246 246 24 24 26 26 2 2 234 234 234 234 23 23 23 23 2 

6 6 66 
3 456 456 4 4 56 56 345 345 34 34 35 35 3 3 3 

6 6 6 6 

4 24 24 24 24 2 2 2 2 234 234 234 234 23 23 23 23 4 

5 4 4 4 4 3434343433335 
6 246 246 24 24 26 26 2 2 234 234 234 234 233 236 23 23 6 

6 6 

7 46 46 4 4 6 6 346 346 34 34 36 3 3 7 

8 124 124 124 124 125 125 12 12 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 8 

5 5 4545 4 4 5 5 

9 145 145 14 14 15 15 1 1 134 134 134 134 135 135 13 13 9 

s 5 

A 124 124 124 124 125 125 12 12 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 A 

56 56 6 6 456 456 4 4 56 56 

B 145 1.45 14 14 156 156 1 1 134 134 134 134 135 135 13 13 B 

6 6 5656 66 
C 124 124 124 124 12 12 12 12 123 123 123 123 123 1.23 123 123 C 4444 
D 14 1.4 14 14 1. i 1. 1 1.34 134 134 134 1.3 13 13 13 D 

E 124 124 124 124 126 126 12 12 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 123 E 

6 6 46464466 
F 146 146 14 14 16 1.6 1 1 134 134 134 134 136 136 13 13 F 

6 6 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D E F 

Vertical column indicates the orders least significant digit. 

Horizontal column indicates the orders most significant digit. 

Recirculation Logic Terms 

1. T8 
2. T5' 

3. T4 
4. T3' 

5. T7T2' 
6. T6T2' 


